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Abstract
Maria Nordström, Time, justice and the future of mobility: Essays in philosophy of transport,

Doctoral thesis in Philosophy. Theses in Philosophy from the Royal Institute of Technology 69.

Stockholm, 2022, 212 pp. isbn 978-91-8040-183-8. trita-abe-dlt-229.

This thesis in philosophy consists of an in-

troduction (‘kappa’) and �ve papers on three

themes related to transport: valuations of

time, the metric of transport justice, and fu-

ture mobility solutions.

The �rst paper analyses the properties

of time as an economic resource taking into

account literature on behaviour concerning

time. The intent is to add to the understand-

ing of the underlying assumption of transfer-

ability between time and money in the con-

text of transportation.

The second paper is on the metric of

transport justice. If we are concerned with

distributive justice in the context of trans-

portation, what type of good is being dis-

tributed? So far, most of the transport litera-

ture on transport justice takes accessibility to

be the most appropriate metric. However, I

argue that many operationalisations of acces-

sibility are insu�cient as metrics of justice.

They are both too narrow and exclude rele-

vant burdens of transportation. Additionally,

accessibility can be achieved by other, non-

travel-based means. I end by formulating

tentative criteria for an alternative metric of

transport justice.

The third paper considers temporal jus-

tice in the context of transportation. Building

on an argument against the claim of substi-

tutability between time and money, I argue

that temporal perspectives have been over-

looked in the literature on transport justice.

In part, this might be due to accessibility be-

ing the established metric of justice. Most

common measures of accessibility do not cap-

ture temporal constraints and might conse-

quently not capture temporal inequalities.

Based on the case of gender di�erences in

travel patterns and behaviour, I argue that an

alternative account of the appropriate met-

ric of transport justice is needed to capture

temporal constraints and re�ect gender in-

equalities su�ciently.

The fourth paper argues that the diver-

sity of possible mobility solutions based on

self-driving vehicles has been somewhat over-

looked in the current literature on the value

of travel time. Thus, the complexity of valu-

ing travel time for self-driving vehicles has

not been fully addressed. The paper consists

of a morphological analysis of the parameters

that might impact the value of travel time for

self-driving vehicles and a deeper analysis

of �ve plausible self-driving vehicle mobil-

ity concepts. It is claimed that not all such

concepts can be easily mapped into transport

modes. It might be more appropriate to dif-

ferentiate the value of travel based on travel

characteristics.

The �fth paper is a literature review of

work on attitudes toward automation technol-

ogy, speci�cally self-driving vehicles. In par-

ticular, I examine the narratives and values re-

lated to gender. Generally, women tend to be

more sceptical of the prospect of automated

vehicles. The review found that this tendency

is often explained by women being more risk-

averse and less tech-savvy. Moreover, the

policy recommendations in the examined lit-

erature based focus on educational e�orts.

Such perspectives can downplay or neglect

‘valid’ reasons why women are less enthusi-

astic. Moreover, needs related to women’s

speci�c travel patterns might not be consid-

ered in the design and planning process. In

conclusion, more awareness in needed of the

gender di�erences, needs and expectations

to ensure that future transport solutions are

designed with everyone in mind.
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Thesis composition

This thesis consists of an introduction and the following �ve research

articles:

I. M. Nordström, S. O. Hansson and M. Beser Hugosson, “Let Me Save

You Some Time... On Valuing Travelers’ Time in Urban Transporta-

tion”, Essays in Philosophy vol. 20, no. 2. 2019.

II. M. Nordström, “Transport justice of what?”, submitted manuscript.

III. M. Nordström, “Bridging Temporal and Transport Justice: A case

for considerations of time use in urban justice”, East Asian Journal of

Philosophy 1 (3)., pp. 45-69, 2022.

IV. M. Nordström and A. Engholm, “The complexity of value of travel

time for self-driving vehicles – a morphological analysis”, Transporta-

tion Planning and Technology 44 (4), 400-417. 2021.

V. M. Nordström, “Norms and gendered narratives in studies of atti-

tudes toward automated vehicles – a review”, submitted manuscript.

In the introduction, the research articles will be referenced with their

Roman numerals as per above.
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Sammanfa�ning på svenska
(Summary in Swedish)

Denna avhandling i �loso� består av en introduktion och fem artiklar som

på olika sätt handar om transport. Övergripande kan transportforskning

sägas handla om att studera transportsystemet och dess samverkan med

och påverkan på samhället och människor. Det kan handla om planering

och utvärdering av infrastruktursatsningar, policyutveckling och frågor

som rör framtidens transportsätt. En del transporter är förstås varor och

gods som behöver �yttas på men fokus i denna avhandlingen är transporten

av människor. Transportforskning är ofta tvärvetenskaplig men hittills

har transporter och transportsystemet fått relativt lite uppmärksamhet av

�losofer. Detta menar jag är synd, transporter utgör en inte obetydande del

av vår vardag och har stor påverkan på hur vårt samhälle ser ut. Därmed

�nns en rad relevanta och intressanta frågor gällande hur transporter

fungerar och bör fungera i framtiden.

Utgångspunken för avhandlingen var ursprungligen värdering av tid,

eftersom det är ett centralt begrepp inom transportekonomi. Vare sig vi

vill eller inte är vår vardag driven av och bunden av tid. Vi planerar vår tid,

spenderar vår tid och stressar när tiden inte räcker till. Det vi önskar, vill och

måste göra tar tid; tiden villkorar helt enkelt mycket i våra liv. Om det är så

att vi vill för�ytta oss från en fysisk plats till en annan, kanske mellan hem

och jobb eller skola, tar det tid. Den här speci�ka tiden, restiden, behövs på

grund av behovet av att jobba, �ka eller handla, inte genom en önskan om

att resa i sig (även om det självklart �nns resor vi gör för nöjes skull, där

nöjet är själva resan). I och med att resan (och restiden) är nödvändig men

inte i sig önskvärd är det grundläggande antagande inom transportekonomi

att människor vill minimera sin restid i så stor utsträckning som möjligt.

Det är det här antagandet som mycket av planeringen och investeringarna

i transporter grundar sig på. Genom att undersöka betalningsvilja hos

resenärer kan man sätta ett monetärt värde på potentiellt insparad restid:

tid blir pengar. Men är det verkligen så enkelt? Till att börja med är tid och

pengar de facto inte samma sak. Vi kan inte spara tid på samma sätt som

pengar utan sparad tid måste användas omedelbart. Det blir därmed rimligt

7
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att anta att vad man gör med den insparade tiden spelar roll eftersom tiden

känns mer värd om den kan spenderas på något meningsfullt. Vad man har

möjlighet att göra beror ofta på sammanhanget och upplevs därför mindre

�exibelt än insparade pengar.

Denna avhandling resonerar vidare kring frågor om förhållandet mel-

lan tid och pengar, i synnerhet den vanligt förekommande och generellt

accepterade monetära värderingen av restid. Till viss del problematiserar

avhandlingen antagandet att tid är pengar och frågar sig om inte för mycket

fokus läggs på tidskvantitet framför tidskvalitet och att kan det vara vär-

defullt att re�ektera kring vilka transportinvesteringar som detta gynnar.

Syftet är att undersöka om de vedertagna transportekonomiska modeller

som tillämpas idag speglar sådant vi som samhälle värdesätter och lyfta

aspekter som möjligen förbises. Vidare utforskar denna avhandling frågor

som rör rättvisa och transporter. Vad är en rättvis fördelning av transport?

Är det att alla kan ta sig till ett jobb på 40 minuter? Är det att det �nns

välskötta och upplysta trottoarer i närområdet (oavsett medelinkomsten

hos områdets invånare)? Eller är det att storskaliga infrastrukturprojekt

inte bara gynnar bilister utan också förbättrar för, till exempel, cyklister?

Den faktiska frågan som har studerats i denna avhandling är dock betydligt

mer modest: vilket mått på rättvisa borde man tillämpa? Givet att trans-

porträttvisa handlar om en rättvis fördelning av transport – vad är det som

fördelas? Som exemplen ovan illustrerar är det inte helt enkelt, det �nns

olika aspekter som man ta utgå från.

Inledningen till avhandlingen består av en kort introduktion av trans-

portekonomi, en diskussion kring �loso�ns roll i detta sammanhang och

en genomgång av tre teman: värdering av tid, rättvisa och framtidens

transportsätt. Därefter sammanfattas artiklarna och slutligen dras korta

slutsatser.

Den första artikeln i den här avhandlingen handlar om hur förhållandet

mellan tid och pengar kan bättre förstås genom att utgå från tiden som

det primära att värdesätta. Denna analys och de insikter som analysen

leder till kan därefter förklara och bättre underbygga antaganden som görs

vid modellering av beslut rörande tid. I artikeln analyseras egenskaper

av tid i relation till pengar som framkommit i beteendevetenskaplig och

psykologisk forskning. I transportekonomi, likt traditionell mikroekonomi,

utgår man från ett antagande om stabila rationella preferenser hos individer.

Givet skillnader mellan hur individer verkar resonera kring tid jämfört med

pengar kan man dock ställa sig frågan om det skulle kunna vara annorlunda

att vara rationell med avseende på tid jämfört med att vara rationell med

avseende på pengar. I synnerhet då det �nns egenskaper hos tid som är
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så pass speci�ka att motsvarande egenskaper inte �nns hos andra typer

av objekt eller varor. Sammantaget hävdar vi att det enkla förhållandet

mellan tid och pengar inte är tillräckligt rättfärdigat i ljuset av de faktiska

skillnaderna mellan tid och pengar som verkar föreligga.

Den andra artikeln i avhandlingen handlar om hur rättvisa ska förstås

inom ‘transport’ eller snarare vilket mått på rättvisa som är lämpligt. Om

man vill undersöka huruvida en fördelning av ‘transport’ är rättvis, vad är

det då som har eller ska fördelas? Transportinvesteringar �nansieras ofta

av allmänna medel och det ligger i allmänhetens intresse att säkerställa

att det inte enbart är några få som gynnas. Men innan vi kan undersöka

hur fördelningen ser ut måste vi reda ut vad det är vi ska mäta. I den mån

denna fråga har undersökts tidigare har det gjorts inom transportvetenska-

pen där det är vedertaget att det som fördelas är ‘tillgänglighet’. Detta är

förståeligt, transport (infrastruktur, kollektivtra�k, m.m.) gör det möjligt

för människor att för�ytta sig och därmed blir platsberoende varor och

tjänster tillgängliga för dem. Samtidigt är det långt ifrån alla varor och

tjänster som är platsberoende. I artikeln argumenterar jag för att måttet

‘tillgänglighet’ både inte är tillräckligt, eftersom vissa relevanta aspekter av

transport inte täcks in, och problematiskt eftersom transport inte alltid är

nödvändigt för ‘tillgänglighet’. Om tillgänglighet kan uppnås på andra sätt,

vad är det som motiverar att måttet ‘tillgänglighet’ antas mäta just (poten-

tiella) transporter? Ska man ska mäta ‘tillgänglighet’ �nns det inte skäl

särskilja tillgänglighet tack vare fysiska transporter utan man bör likställa,

till exempel, digitala alternativ. Ett meningsfullt mått på transporträttvisa

bör istället mäta individers möjligheter att för�ytta sig, utan att nödvän-

digtvis bygga på just den tillgänglighet som för�yttningen möjliggör och

egentligen alls varför för�yttningen sker.

Det tredje artikeln kopplar samman tid och rättvisa. Tid (och tidsrättvi-

sa) har uppmärksammats relativt lite inom politisk �loso�. En anledning

är troligen att det förutsätts att tid och pengar är utbytbara. Om så är fallet

är det tillräckligt att mäta rättvisa i monetära mått, individer kan sedan

utifrån sina egna preferenser omvandla pengar till tid. Dock konstaterades

det redan i första artikeln i denna avhandling att tid och pengar verkar vara

olika sett till viktiga egenskaper. Dessutom �nns ytterligare argument mot

utbytbarheten mellan tid och pengar. Det verkar därför �nnas goda skäl

till att studera rättvis fördelning av tid i sig, i synnerhet inom transport där

restid och restidsförkortningar är centralt. Jag menar dock att om man an-

vänder måttet ‘tillgänglighet’ riskerar man att inte kunna fånga orättvisor

sett till just tid. Det här kan illustreras genom att se till skillnader i resvanor

och resemönster mellan män och kvinnor. Dessa skillnader är svåra mäta
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om man enbart ser till tillgänglighet – utbudet av varor och tjänster styrs i

mångt och mycket av var man bor. Men trots att man bor tillsammans och

rent teoretiskt har tillgång till samma utbud kan ens möjligheter att faktiskt

tillgodogöra sig utbudet vara kraftigt begränsade av, till exempel, bristen på

tid som i sin tur uppstår på grund av olika ansvar för, till exempel, hemmet.

Därför verkar det åtminstone relevant att se till tidsmässiga förutsättningar

i sammanhanget ‘transporträttvisa’, utöver att mäta ren ‘tillgänglighet’.

I fjärde artikeln tillämpas till viss del insikter från första artikeln om

vad som skiljer tid från pengar. Dessa insikter appliceras på värdering av

restid för självkörande fordon. Värdet av restid beror traditionellt (bland

annat) på transportmedel, det vill säga om resan görs med bil, buss eller

tåg. Självkörande bilar har i litteraturen setts som ytterligare resslag, ofta

en ny sorts bil. Vi menar dock att självkörande fordon kan mynna ut i

många olika sorters transportmedel där vissa kommer att vara nya sett till

resegenskaper. Givet att dessa egenskaper påverkar resenärers värdering

av restid kommer tiden vara olika mycket värd. Värdering av restid för

självkörande fordon bli därför mer komplext än att lägga till ett eller ens

några ytterligare transportmedel. För att belysa detta gör vi i artikeln en

så kallad morfologisk analys där vi spänner upp ett lösningsfält vi menar

täcker in aspekter som påverkar värderingen av restid för självkörande

fordon. Sedan analyserar vi möjliga (och troliga) lösningar, där varje lös-

ning motsvarar ett möjligt transportmedel, och menar att restidsvärdet

för dessa lösningar rimligen bör skilja sig åt. Det leder oss till att föreslå

att ett alternativt sätt att segmentera restidsvärde skulle kunna vara att

utgå från resegenskaper, snarare än transportmedel som sådana. Sådana

resegenskaper skulle kunna vara privat/delad resa eller om resan sker efter

tidtabell eller är “on-demand“.

Slutligen så är den femte artikeln en literaturstudie av artiklar som

handlar om attityder gentemot självkörande bilar. I �era artiklar som ana-

lyserats framkommer det att kvinnor överlag är mer negativt inställda

till självkörande bilar, jämfört med män. Detta förklaras bland annat av

att kvinnor undviker risker i större utsträckning och är mer teknik�entli-

ga. Flera artiklar lyfter behovet av utbildningsinsatser med kvinnor som

målgrupp för visa på fram fördelarna med självkörande bilar. Bilden som

framstår är att man inte anser att kvinnor kan ha legitima anledningar

till att vara mer skeptiska. Samtidigt diskuteras inte kvinnor speci�ka

resemönster, förutsättningar eller behov. Risken blir att man inte utfor-

mar transportlösningar som blir attraktiva för kvinnor, och att de fördelar

som ofta lyfts med självkörande bilar (t.ex. mer hållbart resande) då inte

realiseras.
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Introduction

Imagine living in circumstances of hyperin�ation. If you do not spend your

money today, it will be worthless tomorrow. The notes become pieces of

paper that do not carry any speci�c meaning. They might as well be used

for origami. Presumably, such extreme circumstances a�ect how money is

being spent. It would even a�ect decision-making and what is perceived

as rational.

What does hyperin�ation have to do with transportation? Well, the

fundamental underlying assumption in transport economics is that there

exists a stable long-term rate of substitution between time and money,

sometimes called the value of (travel) time. The assumption of substi-

tutability between time and money is at the center of this thesis; the initial

aim was to consider whether time is like money at all. Namely, to some

extent, time is like money under hyperin�ation. The ‘free’ time that I have

today and choose not to spend in any particular is essentially worthless

tomorrow. I cannot even make origami out of yesterday’s wasted minutes.

Intuitively, it seems like my decisions on time today would re�ect this

fugitive nature of time. Perhaps even make the decisions regarding time

substantially di�erent from decisions regarding money. What would this

mean for the underlying assumption of substitutability between time and

money in transport economics?

The re�ection above illustrates a problem that I believe is philosoph-

ically interesting. But it is only one example of matters in the �eld of

transportation that might be of interest to philosophers. This thesis started

with an inquiry into the value of time and ended with work on values in

studies of attitudes toward self-driving vehicles. Many other interesting,

relevant and pressing questions were discovered along the way. While the

starting point was ‘transport economics’, the end result has a broader scope.

Transport economics is in many ways the foundation that research in trans-

portation, including transport planning, policy and decision-making, builds

on. However, topics and research questions in transport studies also relate

to matters of justice, equity and the future of mobility; topics that this

thesis ended up being about.

11
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Figure 1 – The various themes introduced in the introduction and

their relevance to the papers included in this thesis.

The secondary aim of this thesis has ultimately become to showcase

types of research questions that could constitute ‘philosophy of transport’.

The actual contributions in the thesis relate to the valuation of time, consid-

erations of justice and questions related to future mobility solutions. I have

argued for more justi�cation of the assumption of substitutability between

time and money, questioned accessibility as the presupposed metric of

transport justice and analysed narratives in the studies of attitudes toward

automated vehicles. Nevertheless, this is only a selection of questions.

Collectively, I hope they might motivate why philosophers should care

more about the seemingly mundane practice of transport than they have

done thus far; questions of transport relate to our environment, our public

space, our right to movement.

This thesis consists of an introduction (‘kappa’) and �ve papers. The

papers are summarised in Section 6. The aim of the introduction is to set

the stage and provide context for the papers included in the thesis. To do

so, I introduce the �eld of transport (economics) and three relevant themes:

(1) time, (2) justice, and (3) future mobility solutions. The relevance of

the various themes to the papers is illustrated in Figure 1. Parts of this

introduction have been published in my licentiate thesis (Nordström 2020).

A note on terminology is warranted. Some authors use ’transport’

and ’mobility’ interchangeably (Epting 2021). I do not. However, I do use

‘journey’ and ‘trip’ interchangeably while terms such as ‘travel’ (the journey

you take), ‘transport’ (what you need to travel), ‘mobility’ (movement) and

‘accessibility’ (potential to reach the things you value) refer to speci�c

concepts that will be explained throughout the thesis. Furthermore, while

it can be argued that ‘transport’ is not a discipline (like philosophy or

psychology) but merely an object of study (Van Wee 2011), I will refer to

transport research, transport studies and ‘the �eld of transport’ mostly as to

transport economics. However, the subject of transport can be studied from

several disciplinary backgrounds. This thesis suggests that the subject of
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transport could and should be studied from the perspective of philosophy,

as well.

The rest of this introduction is structured as follows. In Section 1, I

introduce the �eld of transport economics. I then, in Section 2, discuss the

role of philosophy in relation to transportation and the research �eld of

transport. In Section 3, I cover various aspects of valuing time. Section 4 is

about the considerations of transport and temporal justice related to the

question ‘justice of what?’ in transport justice. In Section 5, I consider how

technological advancements might impact the future of mobility, related to

philosophical considerations. Section 6 is a summary of the papers included

in this thesis. In Section 7, I present brief concluding remarks.

1. What is transport economics?

Roughly, transport economics is concerned with allocating resources on

transport and studying the movement of people and goods (this thesis

focuses exclusively on the movement of people). A transport economist

is interested in pricing, competition, transport and land use, and the wel-

fare e�ects of transport pricing and transport investments, among other

topics. Transport economists develop models which, in turn, deliver deci-

sion support for transport planners, practitioners and policy-makers. The

foundation of transport economics is “mainstream economics", neoclassical

economics with concepts like utility theory and welfare economics. The

neoclassical position is dominant in articles published in transport-focused

journals (Kębłowski and Bassens 2018). Thus, following standard neoclas-

sical economics, individual travellers are assumed to be rational and aim

towards maximising their own utility. By asking them questions about their

preference between alternatives (see Figure 2), their willingness to pay for

travel time savings can be established. Aggregating over many respondents

with varied characteristics and circumstances makes it possible to elicit a

monetary value of travel time – a rate at which a change in travel can be

compensated monetarily (De Jong and Kouwenhoven 2020).

Thus, traditional transport economics is concerned with the individuals’

aggregated choices between various travel modes, routes and destinations

as well as with the trade-o�s between travel time, travel cost, comfort,

and so on. Travel, i.e., the activity of moving enabled by means of trans-

portation, is assumed to be a derived demand. This means that travelling

is seen as a burden you undertake to do what you actually want to do

at the desired destination. Furthermore, travelling takes time and time is

considered the single most important dimension of the product ‘travel’
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Figure 2 – An example of a simple question measuring willingness

to pay for a reduction in travel time (Hess et al. 2020).

(Jara-Diaz 2007). In short, the value of travel time is the di�erence between

the opportunity value of travel (the utility that could be attained if the

travel time was spent on some other activity) and the utility created while

travelling compared to some reference activity (De Jong and Kouwenhoven

2020). The theoretical foundations can be traced back to Becker’s work on

time allocation (Becker 1965) and have been developed since (see more on

time valuation in transport in Section 3.3).

Every journey has a generalised cost that includes the actual monetary

cost as well as all other ‘costs’, such as time, discomfort, stress due to

delays, and so forth. A rational traveller is expected to compare all available

alternatives and choose the alternative with the lowest generalised cost,

all things considered (see the question in Figure 3, p. 41, which is more

complex than the question in Figure 2). Assuming that the population of

travellers is on average rational, models developed by transport economists

can be used to predict expected travel choices regarding mode and route.

The passengers are assumed to individually assess the value of a change to

the transportation system. Their accumulated willingness to pay re�ects

the total value that a particular change yields; if the value is positive, then

the change is presumably an improvement.

Considering that the generalised cost is intended to capture all aspects

of travel, everything that a�ects or could potentially a�ect the overall travel

experience must be included. Ultimately, the generalised cost is considered

in monetary terms and used to compare to the direct and indirect costs

of implementing a particular change to the transport system. However,

not all of the components of the generalised cost are easy to value in

monetary terms. Some components are straightforward since they are
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actual costs, such as travel fare and the costs of owning and maintaining a

car. Furthermore, some models are considered reliable when considering

speci�c components of the generalised cost, such as the value of time (Small

2012). Still, there are no models that can claim to include all possible (and

relevant) aspects of a journey; we might not even know all the relevant

aspects. Moreover, it is a challenge to decouple certain parts of the overall

generalised cost, such as distinguishing between the value of waiting time

and transfer cost. The value of some aspects, such as a loss of natural

environment or impact on zones of cultural signi�cance, are hard to value

in themselves. These factors are not part of the generalised cost and must

be considered separately as part of the transport planning process.

Nevertheless, as mentioned above, the models developed in transport

economics are used to weigh the bene�ts of a transport change (such as

shorter travel time) against investments costs and other downsides (such

as environmental damages equalling environmental costs). The standard

approach is to carry out a cost-bene�t analysis, a framework that enables

the evaluation of public spending decisions intended to improve public wel-

fare. However, to carry out a cost-bene�t analysis, it is necessary to reduce

complex reality into manageable variables, thus relying on an idealisation

(Næss 2006). There are also other drawbacks and philosophical problems

with cost-bene�t analysis (Hansson 2007). For example, as pointed out

above, it can be inappropriate to put a monetary value on certain values,

such as biodiversity. Still, such monetary valuations are sometimes adopted

as part of the cost-bene�t analysis. A response to this critique is that the

measuring unit does not have to be money; it is just convenient: “[i]t

just happens that in our society, as well as in other advanced societies,

money has long been used for exchange" (Fuguitt and Wilcox 1999, p. 52).

Futhermore, it can be argued that the incommensurability of values will

remain, even if measured in another ‘currency’ then money. However, it

is precisely this incommensurability that Næss refers to when suggesting

that it might not be possible to reconcile incommensurable values by tech-

nocratic calculations (Næss 2006). Instead, he argues, the political nature

of decisions on transport infrastructure should be recognised.

While the steps and components of a transport model might seem

pretty straightforward (individuals make choices, transport researchers

model and predict such choices), it is evident that the transport network

does not function in a vacuum. Transport can be said to be interwoven

with spatial developments and general trends in society (Van Wee 2011).

Therefore, additional consequences of any transport project also have to

be considered in a transport economics framework. In addition to the
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direct user bene�ts through lower generalised costs, transport investments

also bring about wider economic bene�ts (Pogonyi 2020). Such bene�ts

include induced investments through changes to the attractiveness of an

area, employment e�ects due to increased connections to employment, and

productivity impacts due to relocations of jobs to high-productivity areas,

according to Pogonyi. Moreover, as the density of economic activities

increases, workers and �rms become more productive, which is sometimes

referred to as so-called agglomeration e�ects. Since cities have a higher

spatial concentration of economic activity, moving to a city leads to ag-

glomeration bene�ts. However, there is often a trade-o� between rent and

transportation cost (including time) since rents tend to be higher in spa-

tially concentrated areas. There is still much to learn about the relationship

between increased density, welfare and the quality of life (ibid.) Another

perspective is how digitalisation can impact agglomeration e�ects. Given

the changing shopping behaviour, it might not be as bene�cial for the retail

sector to remain in the city centre. However, the manufacturing sector

still prefers to be in proximity to its suppliers to shorten delivery chains.

All in all, there is empirical evidence of transport projects tending to have

a positive impact on the economy (Pogonyi 2020). However, as Pogonyi

notes: “much of the e�ects are transmitted to the nonusers of the network:

for instance, part of the bene�t from cutting travel times is transferred to

landlords through increased rent, or �rms transfer their bene�ts to their

consumers through increased quality or decreased cost" (Pogonyi 2020, p.

152).

Notably, in the context of transport research, the term ‘behaviour’ is

commonly used as ‘travel behaviour’ to describe the observed actions of

travellers (Avineri 2012). While some recent work in transport research

integrated insights from psychology with neoclassical theory, only a few

direct references are made to behavioural economics. Avineri notes that

instead of building on behavioural economics, research in travel behaviour

is linked to work in psychology and sociology, even though behavioural

economics could provide a useful conceptual framework (Avineri 2012).

Moreover, insights from behavioural economics could be used to encourage

behaviour change, even though certain insights might not be transferable

to a transport context.

Lastly, it should be mentioned that it is common to view the total welfare

change caused by a transport investment as consisting of (i) the option

value of having the option of consuming a good, even if it is the option

is not taken advantage of, and (ii) the non-use value, i.e., the existence

of goods that are not directly consumed nor that there is an intention to
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consume them (Laird et al. 2009). In a way, the bene�t is in the potential:

“transport is seen to serve a social function providing accessibility to social

and economic opportunities irrespective of whether or not a trip is made”

(ibid., p. 173). Mobility (see Section 1.3) can also be conceptualised as

potential transport (Sager 2006). While considering potential travelling

rather than actual travelling is the established norm, Sager argues that

the advantages meant to follow from higher mobility are not necessarily

realised with rapidly increased transport (2006). While the possibility of

travel might be valued in itself, the additional value of the choice set being

enlarged and potentially raising preference ful�lment builds on individuals

actually travelling. Sager also notes that if too many individuals merely

enjoyed the potentiality of transport, the system would break down.

1.1 Theoretical background: the notion of rationality

Neoclassical economics assumes that all human behaviour can be explained

in terms of rational agents who optimise over bundles of goods and services.

Moreover, speci�c rationality criteria apply. Beliefs about outcomes over

feasible alternatives lead to a ranking of alternatives, and choosing the

most preferred bundle yields the highest utility. Since agents are assumed

to choose rationally, an action is explained by being more attractive than

any other feasible alternative. The preference incorporates everything

relevant to the actual choice. “Economists regard choices not as mental

determinations but rather as actions that arise from constraints, preferences

and expectations (or beliefs)" (Hausman et al. 2016). A choice is seen as

rational when determined by a rational set of beliefs and preferences, with

preferences usually taken to be predetermined. The conditions on an

agent’s preferences (rankings of states of a�airs) are that they ought to

be complete and transitive in order to be considered rational (Hansson

and Grüne-Yano� 2008). Yet, preferences are not always complete (in the

presence of uncertainty) and can also be non-transitive, as con�rmed by

experimental evidence. According to Hausman, this does not mean that

transitivity should not be a requirement of rationality but is disquieting.

Given the established preferences, a utility function can be de�ned

to represent a preference ranking under the above mentioned ‘necessary’

criteria (completeness, transitivity and continuity (Steele and Stefánsson

2015)). Thus, “[a]gents are rational if and only if their preferences may

be represented by ordinal utility functions and their choices maximize

utility" (Hausman et al. 2016). If an agent’s preferences also satisfy an

independence condition, they can be represented by an expected utility
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function in the presence of risk or uncertainty, though the independence

criteria is contested (Steele and Stefánsson 2015). While rationality is

a normative notion, it is usually not considered a moral notion. Self-

interested individuals with perfect knowledge prefer one alternative over

another only if it is better for them. Therefore, we can identify how well-o�

someone is by looking at how well satis�ed that individual’s preferences

are. Welfare can be identi�ed with preference satisfaction in this matter.

So, the goal becomes to satisfy individuals’ preferences to increase welfare

– people are better o� (all else equal) when their preferences are satis�ed.

In the context of transport economics, willingness-to-pay is assumed to

indicate preferences (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). Preferences are assumed to

be welfare-guiding, meaning welfare is measured by preference satisfaction.

Given these assumptions, outcomes can be evaluated in terms of welfare

considered as pure preference satisfaction. This allows economics not

to commit to any view on what constitutes a person’s good (or welfare

beyond preference satisfaction). The goal of a policy is to generate as many

bene�ts (positive e�ects) and as few costs (negative e�ects) as possible,

seen over society as a whole. Here, the sum of the measured willingness-

to-pay indicates the total bene�ts of a policy. The bene�ts and costs are

then plugged into cost-bene�t analysis. However, there are concerns that

willingness-to-pay (i.e. choices) is an imperfect indicator of preferences

which in turn is an imperfect indicator of wellbeing. For instance, agents

are not always good judges of what will bene�t them the most, even when

they have all the necessary information. Based on this, some preferences

among policies might not be appropriate to be considered welfare-guiding

(Hausman 2003).

1.2 Transport models

The transport system is a complex system with great societal impact (Van

Nes and De Jong 2020). Given the potential long-term impact and the soci-

etal costs of large-scale investments, the need for analysis and appraisal

of such proposals is understandable. According to Van Nes and De Jong,

transport models originated from a car tra�c engineering perspective, with

the purpose of analysing the consequences of changes in the transport

system. The main components of an aggregate transport model are usu-

ally trip generation, trip destination and modal choice (i.e., which travel

modes are used). The basic unit is a trip or a tour (a roundtrip). Given the

spatial distribution of locations (zone data), the travel behaviour can be

modelled as link �ows with respective travel times. The components of a
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disaggregated model, such as a discrete choice model, can be choices over

destination, travel mode and route. Transport models allow for a systematic

comparison of alternatives, useful from both transport engineering and

decision-making perspectives. However, models can only capture part of

the prevailing complexity of large-scale, integrated systems (Van Nes and

De Jong 2020). So, they are, by de�nition, limited by the simpli�cations

made when modelling the system as well as by the quality of input data.

Still, they allow for a systematic analysis of changes. The dilemma between

the bene�ts of using models and the limitations that exist is inherent to

modelling as such.

Even though so-called four-stage models (‘predict and provide’) have

been historically dominating in transport research, so-called activity-based

models are considered a viable alternative that might be more realistic

(ibid.). It is generally conceptualised that individuals’ choices �rstly con-

cern the activities they want to participate in. These activities are, in turn,

tied to speci�c locations. It follows that there is a need to travel, so sub-

sequent decisions are made regarding transport mode, travel route, time

of departure, and so on. If individuals have scheduling goals (such as an

activity starting at a speci�c time) they need to meet, they are presumed to

choose the departure time which is most suited for their scheduling goal.

Ultimately, it is assumed that each individual has to decide how to schedule

and reach activities that require travel from one location to another. To

accommodate this, multiple activity-based models have been developed,

starting in the 1970s and gained momentum since the 1990s (Rasouli and

Timmermans 2014). According to Rasouli and Timmermans, such models

can improve behavioural underpinnings while achieving higher spatial

and temporal resolution. However, the adaptation and use of such mod-

els in practice has been slow, perhaps because the details on how people

decide on their activity patterns are so complex. Time constraints on in-

dividuals’ desired activities a�ect how pressed for time the individuals’

are when travelling. There is an expected heterogeneity that has led to

the segmentations of trips based on, for example, trip purpose and mode

type. Generally, commuting and business travel have a higher value of

time than travel for leisure (Abrantes and Wardman 2011). Banister et al.

problematise these established generalisations and stress that the variables

presented above often are part of a tightly woven cluster of possibilities

and constraints (Banister et al. 2019). Though some appointments are �xed

in time, additional activities might be added and make a trip seem more

worthwhile. Additionally, Mokhtarian et al. speculate that desire to travel

in itself can lead to �nding an activity that would require travel so that
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the actual activity becomes the justi�cation for travelling (Mokhtarian

et al. 2015).

While there are, as noted previously, limitations to most models due to

the inherent need to make simpli�cations or idealisations, being transparent

with regard to limitations is crucial. The criticisms by Banister et al. (2019)

of the generalisations have to be viewed in the context of the purpose of the

models. In particular, if the following claim by van Nes and de Jong is true:

“[i]n applications, limitations of the models are not always acknowledged,

the logic of the models sometimes remains unclear, and the model itself

as well as the model results can still in�uence the planning process more

than is justi�ed" (Van Nes and De Jong 2020, p. 122). Given that the results

of transport models are sometimes intended to be decision-guiding, this

seems particularly worrying. However, the degree to which there is a lack

of communication on the limitations of models is not clear. Regardless,

there seem to be important methodological considerations worth re�ecting

upon.

1.3 Mobility and accessibility

Two central concepts of this thesis are the notion of mobility and the notion

of accessibility. While they are intertwined, they are also important to

distinguish. According to Handy, failure to do so can lead to missed oppor-

tunities to �nd new solutions to transportation problems (Handy 2020). One

common view is that mobility ought to be understood as the physical move-

ment of people (Ferreira et al. 2012) with a mobility-enhancing approach

aimed at easing such movement. A simplistic way to measure mobility is

in terms of the territory that can be reached given a speci�c amount of

time and money (Levine et al. 2019). Thus, a mobility-enhancing approach

would favour transport infrastructure (such as roads). Accessibility, on the

other hand, is a measure of potential opportunities (activities and destina-

tions). Thus, according to Levine et al., accessibility can be measured by

the number of destinations that can be reached given a speci�c amount of

time and money. Hence, an accessibility-enhancing approach could include

proximity and connectivity, thereby creating additional destinations rather

than improving transport infrastructure. However, the distinction is not

always as clear-cut.
1

Handy notes that while good mobility can contribute

to good accessibility, good accessibility can be achieved by other measures

1
There is also the notion of motility, de�ned as the capacity for mobility (Shliselberg and

Givoni 2018). Building on the view that mobility can be seen as a basic human functioning

valued as a stand-alone resource for personal �ourishing, Shliselberg and Givoni argue that

has a value as objective for (transport) policy.
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as well (2020). Moreover, secondary e�ects of mobility-enhancing measures

(such as widening a road) can negate the initial bene�ts in accessibility.

The mobility-approach has been presumed as standard in transport

economics. Given that mobility can be understood as ease of travel, it is

often conceptualised as speed. Since time savings are valued in transport

economics, they can be achieved by increasing mobility if mobility is, for

instance, operationalised as speed. Thus mobility maximization (speed)

is one of the goals of transport investments because it can reduce travel

time. Furthermore, such an investment will also enhance accessibility.

On the standard view, providing more mobility (coupled with increased

accessibility) will increase welfare, social progress and lead to an increase

in human freedom (Khisty and Zeitler 2001). Yet, Khisty and Zeitler claim

that the link between mobility and (human) progress is not clear and that

little is known about the connection between growth, development and

human progress (ibid.). Nevertheless, this claim, as they note, depends on

the de�nition of mobility: “if mobility is taken to mean the maximization

of physical movement, or optimization of space consumption, as implied

in virtually every engineering and economic approach, we �nd that we

end up with" excessive and imbalanced mobility (ibid., p. 598). Khisty

and Zeitler further argue that such a development would endanger the

sustainability of modern society and the quality of (human) life. Note that

mobility, at least the way it is framed here, is “coupled with increased

accessibility". It is not speed as such, or even mobility as such, which leads

to an increase in welfare. Rather, it is the consequence of a mobility increase

that enhances accessibility. Hence, it is understandable that Ferreira et al.

consider mobility to be a means to reach the essential goal of accessibility

(2012). They de�ne mobility as “physical movement undertaken either to

have access to people, places, and events and/or to provide enjoyment for

the traveler resulting from the experience of physical movement in itself”

(ibid., p. 688). They further note that there are negative social meanings

of being mobile; for instance, improvements in mobility might lead to

attractive destinations and people becoming more spatially disjointed. In

light of this (among other consequences of increased mobility), “[m]obility

is actually associated with debates of a quite philosophical nature” (ibid.,

p. 689). The intrinsic merit of mobility (as de�ned by Ferreira et al.) is

worth discussing further. Especially in contrast to good accessibility, which

according to Ferreira et al., is a democratic right (2012).

As noted above, accessibility is the other important concept in trans-

port research and planning, urban planning and geography, as well as in

policy-making (Geurs and Van Wee 2004). Given that the purpose of the
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transportation system is to provide opportunities to take part in spatially

dispersed activities, it is understandable that accessibility can be seen as

the true goal for transportation planning (Handy 2020). Shorter travel

times serve as a proxy for enhanced accessibility since ‘saved’ travel time

can be transformed into reaching additional destinations or taking part

in new activities. Whether time is actually ‘saved’ from the individual’s

perspective is discussed further in Paper III. Nevertheless, a change in the

transport system leads to a change in accessibility that in turn leads to

development and a real economic change. Thus, the transportation changes

lead to second-round e�ects on agglomeration, productivity and labour

markets. These e�ects result in changes in the �nal economy quantities:

the bene�ts to travellers, prices to consumers, economic rents to labour

and land (Mackie et al. 2018). The actual social bene�t of transportation

is seen as improving accessibility: making activities and services easier to

reach by decreasing travel times or changing land use.

As is perhaps obvious from the previous paragraph, fully understanding

the concept of accessibility can be quite di�cult since it is complex (Geurs

and Van Wee 2004). Moreover, it can be de�ned and operationalised in a

variety of ways. Geurs and van Wee de�ne it as “the extent to which land-

use and transport systems enable (groups of) individuals to reach activities

or destinations by means of a (combination of) transport mode(s)" (ibid.,

p. 128). They also identify four types of main components of accessibility:

(i) land-use, (ii) transportation, (iii) temporal constraints and (iv) individ-

ual characteristics. The �rst component re�ects the land-use system, the

distribution and amount of opportunities at various locations. The second

component is the transportation system and related infrastructure, since

accessibility can be considered from the perspective of di�erent transport

modes. The third component is the temporal constraints, i.e., the time

individuals have to allocate on transport. The last component re�ects the

individual characteristics of the travellers, such as age, income and physical

ability. Having a driver’s licence and access to a car is an example of an

individual component of accessibility.

Geurs and van Wee also identify four types of measure of accessibility,

namely measures based on (i) infrastructure, (ii) locations, (iii) persons

and (iv) utility (ibid.). The last measure (utility-based) has its origin in

transport economics and is connected to viewing accessibility as a proxy

for economic bene�ts of a transport investment, as discussed above. An

example of the �rst measure (infrastructure-based) is ‘level of congestion’,

whereas an example of the second measure is “the number of jobs within

30 min travel time from origin locations" (ibid., p. 129). Person-based
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measures provide the best basis for considering individual circumstances

since for this type of measure, individual levels of accessibility are being

measured. However, these types of measure are rarely found in mainstream

transport research. Instead, they are more common in the �eld of space-

time geography (Hägerstrand 1970).

As noted above, accessibility is usually measured and evaluated using

indicators based on spatial data. However, such a measure has been found

to poorly re�ect so-called perceived accessibility, de�ned as the perceived

potential to take part in activities that are spatially dispersed (Pot et al. 2021).

Pot et al. argue that the mismatch is due to unawareness and the measure

not considering the subjective evaluation of the accessibility components.

The measure based on spatial data can only serve as a proxy for the actual

experience of accessibility. Similarly, it has recently been found that con-

ventional methods can overestimate accessibility levels and underestimate

accessibility inequalities (Ryan and Pereira 2021). By comparing ‘objective’

indicators based on land use and transport with ‘subjective’ indicators (i.e.,

self-reported perceptions of accessibility), Ryan and Pereira were able to

show that the heterogeneity in people’s perception of accessibility was

being overlooked.

The appraisal system often takes travel time savings as a proxy for the

bene�ts of accessibility. This makes it possible to establish a link between

a suggested transport scheme and the economic outcomes. Not only is

taking time savings as a proxy for accessibility convenient, it is also said to

be necessary. It can be “questioned whether changes in accessibility can

be de�ned in terms of anything other than some amalgam of changes in

time, reliability, comfort and money cost which make up an index of real

service quality" (Mackie et al. 2018, p. 641). While this statement re�ects a

common view, it seems to disregard the value accessibility actually provides

to individuals giving them access to goods and services. A measure of

accessibility could be de�ned as the set of goods and services actually

available to individuals. In a society where digital services are on the

rise and there is a myriad of goods one can order online (which might

be delivered by drones in the not too distant future, avoiding road tra�c

limitations altogether), de�ning accessibility strictly in terms of transport

service quality seems narrow. This also relates to taking accessibility as

the metric of transport justice, as is considered in Paper II and III. Should

the metric of distributive justice be accessibility, or are there other aspects

of transport worth capturing?
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1.4 Methodological considerations

In a way, transport economics could be seen as a mix of engineering and

economics. It has the neoclassical foundation coupled with the engineering

mindsets of the practitioners. Hence, it can be argued that “the process of

developing transport policy involves a language imbued by mathematical

models and technical knowledge" (Kębłowski and Bassens 2018, p. 414).

Marsden and Reardon found that two-thirds of the 100 papers they studied

from two leading transport policy journals focused on quantitative analysis

alone, without engaging with real-world examples (Marsden and Reardon

2017). They argue that their �ndings highlight the so-called technical-

rational paradigm in transport research, and that aspects such as context,

power and resources are being ignored:“the literature is more concerned

with creating or improving tools to help decide on which piece of infras-

tructure to invest in, than in engaging with a critique of the infrastructure

strategy on which the investment priorities are (and in turn the tools used)

guided in the �rst place” (ibid.).

The discussion on the nature of transport modelling is not only recent.

In the 1980’s, Supernak argued that transportation modelling was still

a “not-too-well-developed” research �eld that faced methodological chal-

lenges or ‘complaints’ (Supernak 1983). For example, theories applied in

transportation were borrowed from microeconomics, social sciences, and

physics rather than being developed for the particular �eld without fully

examining the adequacy of this practice. Supernak’s critiques of transport

modelling prompted a response from Polak where he noted philosophical

issues implicit in the arguments by Supernak (Polak 1987). First, there is

‘[t]he temptation is to believe that transportation modelling and the study

of travel behaviour is, in some sense, a natural science" (ibid., p. 64). Polak

argues that, on the contrary, transport phenomena are not ‘law-like’ in

their nature. While there might be observable patterns of empirical regular-

ities in transport phenomena, the focus should, according to Polak, be on

the casual mechanisms that generate these patterns. Speci�cally, “that the

causal mechanisms operating in a given situation are logically distinct from

the observable patterns of activity to which they may give rise” (ibid., p. 67).

Polak also considers the di�erence between ‘scienti�c’ and ‘operational’

models. Supernak and Stevens later responded that the examples from

natural sciences he used ‘misled’ Polak to conclude assumptions of the

nature of transport modelling (Supernak and Stevens 1987). The point of

contention seems to be the degree of regularities of traveller’s behaviour,

and how the regularities are to be understood and subsequently modelled.
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While Supernak and Stevens advocate for asking ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘when’,

‘how’, and ‘how much’ to develop models based on “reliable functional

relationships among operationally de�nable traveler variables” (p. 77),

Polak (according to Supernak and Stevens) would prefer asking ‘why’ and

thus focus on travellers’ motivations and intentions. They also note that

the distinction between ‘scienti�c’ and ‘operational’ models is not as clear

as Polak suggests.

Despite examples such as the scholarly exchange above, Timms argues

that the interest in methodological issues in the �eld of transport modelling

and transport economics can be said to be sparse given that the �elds can be

traced back to the 1950s (Timms 2008). In particular, according to Timms,

there has been little interest in connecting and building on concepts from

philosophy of science when considering methodological issues of trans-

port models. He argues that the most prominent ‘philosophy’ in transport

modelling has been positivism
2

and the understanding that the validity of

models depends solely on the accuracy of the models predictions. Viewing

accuracy as the main epistemic value is understandable, given that the

main purpose driving the development of transport models has been to

make predictions. At the same time, concerns have been expressed over

model accuracy, especially regarding long-term models (ibid.). Empirically,

forecasts have been shown to overestimate tra�c. However, the argument

against (what Timms refers to as ‘pure’) positivism is based on Polaks argu-

ment discussed in the previous paragraph: there are no law-like regularities

in travel behaviour. Hence, Timms argues that a positivist approach is

inadequate, especially for long-term modelling. Instead, Timms suggests

for communicative rationality to be an appropriate foundation for transport

modelling (Timms 2008).

All in all, I believe that the lack of terminology based on philosophy

of science, as noted by Timms, should not be interpreted as a lack of

interest in overarching methodological issues. There are on-going internal

discussions in the discipline on the suitability of various methods (such

as the critique of cost-bene�t analysis covered in Section 1). A recent

contribution particularly relevant to the topic of this thesis is the critical

appraisal of the use of so-called simple time-money trade-o�s (Hess et

al. 2020). While stated choice surveys are the established method to elicit

value of travel time in transport economics, great di�erences exist between

the actual approaches used. Large national studies building on simple time-

money trade-o�s are commonplace in Europe. In contrast, more complex

2
In simple terms, positivism is the view that knowledge is based on experience, so �ndings

are only meaningful to the extent that they are veri�able, for example by observation.
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study setups are preferred in Australia and South America where there is

more local focus. National studies typically seek to establish a reliable long-

term measure of value of time for appraisal and are motivated by the ‘value’

of continuity and comparability. In their appraisal of the reliability of the

considered methods, Hess et al. point out two issues with simple time-

money trade-o�s, namely the empirically evident di�erences in valuation

across formats and the lack of clarity on how respondents actually interpret

travel time (ibid.). The authors note that “[s]imple time-money trade-

o�s have often been the topic of heated discussions at conferences" and I

think this points toward an obvious methodological interest. According

to Hess et al., most criticisms of simple time-money trade-o�s concern

‘realism’, here understood as consistency with real world choice settings.

In the real-world, a choice between expensive but fast train vs. cheap

but slow bus is essentially a mode choice that brings in implicit issues of

comfort, reliability and status. So, a choice between time and cost without

any additional context (see Figure 2) is not representative of real-world

alternatives. However, more complex models with more than two attributes

make the modelling of behavioural phenomena more complicated and lead

to an increase in computational complexity and data requirements (Hess

et al. 2020). These methodological trade-o�s are not unique to transport

modelling. Here, insights from philosophy of science could contribute

to conceptual clarity (as will be discussed in Section 2). How to model

traveller behaviour and which value of time to use for appraisal and forecast

purposes are the research questions that remains to be answered: “[w]e

do not have an a priori truth and our decision on which value should be

used needs to be guided by which one we trust more and which seems

more reliable" (ibid.). Further work on these methodological questions can

bene�t from philosophical perspectives.

2. The role of philosophy

Transportation challenges require solutions beyond the thinking that comes with

humankind’s immediate mobility needs

— Shane Epting,

The morality of urban mobility: technology and philosophy of the city

Transportation and the act of travel have received limited attention from

philosophers. A notable exception is Thomas, who has recently written a

book on the meaning of travel (Thomas 2020). She noted that while some

philosophers travel extensively, there are no books on the philosophy of
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travel, no lecture courses and no conferences. She argues that philosophy

of travel should be ‘a thing’, and I agree. However, while she considers

travel to be tangled with philosophy, the philosophical questions are not

necessarily related to everyday travel. Rather, she poses questions such as

“[i]t is ethical to visit the Great Barrier Reef if its corals are withering?" (ibid.).

Her questions relate to a greater extent to the the experience of the journey

than the questions considered in this thesis. While her book is clearly on

travel, the topic of this thesis is on transport, i.e., the means, infrastructure

and social structure that enable travel. The topic of transportation in

this limited sense has been studied even less by philosophers. Yet, the

transportation research literature (and �eld) has plenty of philosophically

interesting questions: What is fair in the context of transport investments?

(Wee and Mouter 2021). What would a ‘fair’ distribution of road space look

like? (Nello-Deakin 2019). Can intense mobility patterns be unethical?

(Ferreira et al. 2012). How suitable is cost-bene�t analysis for ex ante

evaluations of transportation project? (Van Wee 2011). It seems like a

philosopher could help disentangle these questions. Moreover, some of

these questions are rather urgent. On the one hand, we as a society depend

on mobility; on the other hand, our mobility practices are not sustainable

(Bertolini 2017). This is certainly a dilemma.

To the degree that transportation has been considered in philosophy,

it has often been speci�cally as urban transportation, sometimes as a

sub�eld to ’philosophy of the city’ (Epting 2019b). Should ‘philosophy of

transport’ be ‘a thing’? I believe so. There are several perspectives within

the scope of ‘transport’ that can be philosophically relevant, such as how

transport-speci�c resources should be distributed. Moreover, I believe that

there are multiple ways in which philosophers could contribute to the

�eld of transport studies (if they wish). For example, there are relevant

aspects of philosophy of technology (the transportation system is a nexus

of technological artefacts), philosophy of science, philosophy of public

policy and speci�cally philosophy of economics (since transport economics

is a sub�eld of economics).

There is a warranted fundamental ethical concern about transport,

according to Khisty and Zeitler (2001). However, they argue that “the

dominance of engineering and economic approaches to transport research

has largely prevented qualitative and ethical research from manifesting

itself as an important interpretive framework" (ibid.). They further identify

three problems: (i) lack of scholarly traditions to lean on for transport

ethics, (ii) the challenge to explain the place of ethics to engineers and

economists in transport research and, (iii) a lack of interest in the adverse
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e�ects of transport among the general public. Khisty and Zeitler suggest

that phenomenology understood as the philosophy of experience can be

helpful to nourish an ethical debate within the transport sector, taking

human experiences of transport as a starting point. But phenomenology

is only one possible approach. The (probable) rise of self-driving vehicles

has inspired ethicists and a body of work in philosophy of technology

(see Section 5.1). Another possible perspective is based on philosophy

of economics, as noted above. If philosophy of transport more clearly

becomes an established sub�eld, it would likely be a multidisciplinary

discipline building on multiple perspectives and approaches. Examples of

such approaches are developed further in the remainder of this section.

2.1 Philosophy of the city

Philosophy of the city
3

is a multidisciplinary �eld, building on the philo-

sophical interest in the city as the object of study. The philosophical interest

is understandable since cities have become places where the majority of

humans live (Simon 2021). However, the philosophical interest in cities and

the questions such interest raises is not only building on recent philosophi-

cal thought. Problems can be traced back to ideas by Plato and Aristotle

and the theories of the ideal city (ibid.). Despite such ancient roots, works

of philosophers on the topic of the city have sometimes been classi�ed

as social science rather than philosophy, at least in the Western tradition

(Noll et al. 2019). Both Iris Marion Young and Hannah Arendt have written

on the city, but, according to Noll et al., these works have received little

attention among philosophers.

As a multidisciplinary �eld, philosophy of the city includes many topics

and dimensions. Examples include urban aesthetics and e�orts to formulate

a framework for assessing how the urban environment relates to the human

experience (Lehtinen 2020). Such studies cover understanding how cities

are envisioned, experienced and assessed and should have implications

for how future cities are planned (ibid.). Another perspective builds on

environmental ethics, crucial to how we understand cities and the role cities

have and ought to have in transitions to more sustainable futures (Epting

2018). According to Lehtinen, “[t]here is an increasing need to understand

how philosophy can contribute to the current discussions on urban design

and social and sustainable methods to develop the city"(Lehtinen 2020).

Lastly, the city can also be considered from the perspective of philosophy

3
See Simon (2021) for a introduction of the Philosophy of the City Reserach Group and a

brief overview of the history of the �eld.
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of technology.
4

Nagelborg et al. argue that the city has yet to receive

much attention from philosophers of technology (Nagenborg et al. 2021).

However, attention is likely to grow given the developments in urban

technologies. Examples of current and potential research include the ethics

of technology for studying so-called ‘smart’ cities (the role of emerging

technology in the context of the city will be developed further in Section

5.1).

The recent rise in philosophical interest in the city is encouraging.

However, I believe that despite transportation being at the centre of urban

living, with the transport network being the urban circulatory system,

conceptualising philosophy of ‘transport’ as merely a sub�eld of philosophy

of the city would be a mistake. While there are many potential lines

of inquiry that are related to the role of the transport network to city

life, other questions concern rural travel. Transportation infrastructure

is crucial for sparsely populated areas. It is, arguably, sometimes more

vulnerable (for example when all travel is dependent on one bridge or one

road
5
). From a justice perspective, rural transport should not be forgotten.

Interestingly enough, it has in work on rural accessibility been noted

that the spatial separation which limits people’s abilities to reach and

engage in opportunities and activities may be overcome by other means

that movement (Farrington and Farrington 2005), implications of which are

discussed in Paper II. All in all, while I see that there are relevant overlaps

between philosophy or the city and philosophy of transport, philosophy or

transport should at least be explored as a standalone �eld. What that could

entail is further developed below.

2.2 Philosophy of transport economics?

The problems in transport economics are fundamentally problems of eco-

nomics, only applied to a sector with speci�c characteristics (De Palma et

al. 2011). Hence, it seems reasonable to turn to the philosophy of economics

as a starting point for philosophy of transport economics. Philosophy of

economics can broadly be said to consider the questions of rational choice,

appraisal of economic outcomes and the ontology of economic phenomena

(Hausman 2003). All of these questions are certainly relevant in the context

4
There are many more topics, such as political philosophy and questions of housing policy,

migration policy and democratic ideas (Noll et al. 2019), as well as speci�c questions on

inclusive and exclusive design.

5
Van Wee et al. have introduced the concept of ‘substitutability’ which is intended to

highlight such vulnerabilities as well as relate to freedom of choice, is it enough to have access

to one alternative (Van Wee et al. 2019)?
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of transport economics. Moreover, the same divide proposed by Hausman

for philosophy of economics can be applied to philosophy of transport

economics: action theory, ethics/political philosophy and philosophy of

science (ibid.). Some of the core epistemological and ontological questions

concerning economics are also relevant for transport economics, especially

matters related to social scienti�c naturalism
6

(especially since transport

economics often is connected to engineering, adding to its ‘natural science’

sentiment) and matters related idealisation. Transport models (presented

in Section 1.2) also deserve methodological re�ection. However, as dis-

cussed in section 1.4, the methodological discussions in the transportation

�eld rarely explicitly draw on philosophy of science (or philosophy of eco-

nomics). Finally, questions related to welfare and e�ciency are crucial in

traditional welfare economics (ibid.). The same questions are relevant in the

context of transport, and there is a literature in philosophy of economics

to build on.

It should be noted that the lack of connections between the �eld of

transport economics and philosophers is perhaps not unique. There is

still disagreement on the relationship between philosophy and economics

(Vromen 2021). Initially, the goal of philosophy of economics was to encour-

age methodological re�ection among economists, with philosophy being a

source to draw on (ibid). However, Vromen argues that there now seem to

be two parallel methodological discourses, one among methodologists (for

example, philosophers) and one among economists. He suggests that the

intended audience of the work has shifted: “[i]nstead of contributing to the

advancement of economics by bringing in insights from philosophy of sci-

ence, it seems we now primarily want to contribute to the advancement of

philosophy of science by taking examples from economics as a case study".

Given that philosophy of transport economics is not (yet) established, I

think there can be lessons learned from such developments in philosophy

of economics. Suppose the intent is to engage with transport economics

on the grounds of questioning one or more of the premises of neoclassical

economics. In that case, it might be the case that such arguments carry

little weight for most transport economists, and the intent will fail. How-

ever, one can pose research questions relevant in the eyes of transport

economists within the �eld of transport economics and apply philosophical

methods so that philosophical aims are satis�ed while adding to the �eld

of transport economics.

6
In very simple terms, naturalism in the philosophy of social sciences is the view that

laws and principles in the natural world can be extended into the studies of society and social

science.
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2.3 Economics, philosophy and policy

Should philosophy in�uence policy (if yes, then how?) and what is the

role of philosophy of economics in policymaking? Economics as such is

claimed to be relevant to policy because of the information it provides

concerning the potential consequences of policies under consideration. To

the degree that economic models can provide reliable predictions regarding

outcomes of policy decisions, they are indeed relevant for policy as such

(Hausman 2003). An early view in transport economics was that the goal

of the models was to ‘predict’ so that policies could accurately ‘provide’:

predictions of future tra�c growth informed decisions on infrastructure to

expand road capacity (Lyons and Urry 2006). Nevertheless, there is clearly

normatively relevant content within the �eld of economics. As noted by

Pearce, behaviour and preferences expressed in markets do not necessarily

indicate what is morally correct (Pearce 1983). While the decisions revealed

in the market re�ect the consumer preferences, they only show what is.

They do not indicate what is right or wrong, nor do they indicate prefer-

ences with regard to how things ought to be. Moreover, when providing

policy recommendations, it has to be made clear that the economic models

stipulate that everyone is perfectly rational and has perfect information

(Hausman 2003). Here, there is reason to re�ect upon what level of sim-

pli�cation is appropriate. The same holds for models in general; there is a

trade-o� between simplicity, transparency and tractability (as considered

in Section 1.4). For transport economics models, when modellers strive to

capture as much as possible, they can end up with models too complicated

to be fully grasped, and the output will no longer be predictable for certain

scenarios. In discussions about the valuation of time based on context, one

has to understand the limitations of the complexity of models with regard

to usability.

For transport economics speci�cally, questions related to the role of

transport economics for policy purposes are considered particularly rele-

vant since “[t]he path from theory to application is often shorter in trans-

port economics than in other �elds of economics" and “[n]ew concepts

and theoretical developments are quickly adapted toward application and

combined with expert advice and �eld experience into policy recommenda-

tions for decision makers" (De Palma et al. 2011, p. 2). However, this puts

great responsibility on those that work on theories and models. Kębłowski

and Bassens have discussed to what extent policymakers and practitioners

make sense of transport reality based on the insights and recommenda-

tions from transport economics practitioners (Kębłowski and Bassens 2018).
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They argue that mathematical models of transport economics and their

simpli�cations have contributed to making policymakers embrace the goal

of an e�cient and sustainable urban transport system (ibid.).

Additionally, the progress and �ndings of behavioural economics have

raised concerns regarding the status of preferences in cost-bene�t analy-

sis (Robinson 2016). Behavioural economics can identify ways in which

we act irrationally, and this can have implications for policy design and

evaluation.
7

However, there is also a risk of revealed preferences being

‘overwritten’ without evidence-based justi�cation. One approach incorpo-

rating �ndings from behavioural economics is to incorporate results in a

pragmatic manner; Chetty argues that “the decision to include behavioral

factors in economic models should be viewed as a pragmatic rather than

philosophical choice" (Chetty 2015, p. 28). Since individuals fail to make

choices that maximise wellbeing, policymakers should utilise other non-

choice-based measures of wellbeing, such as subjective wellbeing (SWB)

surveys (Chetty 2015). Furthermore, it can be argued that behavioural eco-

nomics provides a case for “an objective-good (non-preference-based) view

of well-being" on the basis of showing that individuals are not rational in

their day-to-day lives (Adler 2016). However, as Adler notes, the di�culties

in measuring wellbeing are genuine, and there is no magic cure, not even

SWB surveys.

Lastly, in the context of equity, applied philosophers can perhaps pro-

vide guidance and help policy-makers disentangle ethical theories. Espe-

cially, since it can be argued that “[f]or policy makers it might be di�cult

to choose between the ethical frameworks they can adopt to evaluate the

fairness of a speci�c distribution of burdens and bene�ts resulting from a

transport policy" (Wee and Mouter 2021, p. 119). Even if certain scholars

argue in favour of a particular framework, there is no consensus about

which ethical framework to use. A solution for policymakers can be to turn

to empirical research on the ethical preferences of citizens for guidance,

according to Van Wee and Mouter. A small number of contributions in

the transportation literature adopt this approach of studying the prefer-

ences with regard to transport policy options, speci�cally the desirability

of the impact on distributions. The potential large-scale introduction of

self-driving vehicles on the road has also given rise to a body of work that

studies the vehicles as ’moral machines’, as well as citizens’ attitudes toward

such vehicles (see Section 5.2 and Paper V). However, substituting norma-

7
See the special issue with an introduction by Robinson 2016 for more on this, also see

Congdon and Shankar 2018 for a recent overview of the role of behavioural economics in

evidence-based policymaking.
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tive theories with people’s preferences on what is fair (and even employing

measures such as ‘willingness to pay for fairness’) seems problematic, to

say the least.

2.4 Concluding remarks on the role of philosophy

The initial approach in this thesis was to ’apply’ philosophy to transport eco-

nomics. The intention was to carry out work within the scope of transport

economics with practitioners of the discipline as the main target audience.

To a degree, this approach is re�ected in Paper I. However, throughout

the project, the direction of the research changed. Though I believe a

philosopher can contribute to the �eld of transportation by, for example,

conceptual analysis and by drawing on theories in philosophy, there are

also questions that are philosophically interesting regarding the practice

of transportation. These are, among others, matters of temporal justice

(discussed in Section 4.5 and Paper II) and transportation justice and ethics

of emerging technologies and how they are framed (Paper V). Similarly

to philosophy of the city, philosophy of transportation has the potential

to become multidisciplinary and to contribute to the understanding of

transport and mobility.

Part of this thesis ended up being an e�ort to disentangle the concepts

that are central to the discourse on transportation and mobility. It is clear

that ’time’ is a key concept in transport economics, but if and how to

consider travel time in relation to transport justice is not obvious. For

example, when Epting notes that a lack of appropriate transportation is

a reason for why people are stuck in poverty, he formulates it in terms

of time use: “[i]t is entirely unrealistic to expect people to self-determine

the means for social and economic advancement if they are spending, say,

three to �ve hours per day from their home to their job or multiple part-

time jobs" (Epting 2021, p. 5). On the one hand, such an observation is in

line with the main underlying assumption in transportation research: that

travel is a derived need, and the main bene�ts are from shorter travel time.

On the other hand, Epting continues and notes that transportation systems

are designed without keeping the vulnerable and marginalised in mind

(Epting 2021). For many, where to live is not an actual choice or a trade-o�

between longer travel time and cheaper accommodation, as if they could

have chosen to spend more on living costs and a shorter commute. In reply

to critics of her book (which I will cover in Section 4.2), Rose highlights

this lack of choice in a transport-related example (Rose 2017, p. 107-108):

Consider [...] the question of where to invest in improving the
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speed and e�ciency of a city’s public transportation systems.

It might be the case that the city’s high-income workers, who

choose to live in its suburbs, and its low-income workers, who

can a�ord to live only in its outer rings, spend the same amount

of time commuting into work, but the low-income workers

spend more necessary time commuting – a distinction that [...]

ought to inform a just transportation policy.

The role of time and temporal autonomy will be further developed

in Section 3.6. The connections between travel, time use and justice are

arguably complex. Thus, this thesis should be viewed as a starting point,

an attempt to conceptually analyse what is at stake. Plenty more can be

done, and I believe there is a place for philosophy here. Plausibly, these

matters are of philosophical interest.

Finally, the philosopher who ventures into the �eld of transport has to

be mindful of the great expertise and knowledge in the �eld. I have done my

best to do the transport economics and transport justice literature justice.

What I believe a philosopher can contribute with are insights, methods and

parallels to other disciplines with similar challenges. For example, Epting

formulates his aim as to highlight the potential ethical concerns that a

planner’s decision might bring about and not to challenge the authority

of the planning professionals (Epting 2021). I believe it is in everyone’s

interest to work collaboratively, given that transport is crucial for society.

3. Valuing time

Time is in one way or another the topic of Paper I, Paper III and Paper IV.

This section provides context and covers themes relevant to the topics of

these papers. The starting point is the monetary valuation of time. ‘Time

is money’ is an aphorism quote, often attributed to Benjamin Franklin. His

intention was to point out that when you are not working even though

you could, you are spending or throwing away the money you could have

earned. However, Franklin was not the one to coin this particular expres-

sion (Chayka 2017). In fact, it can be traced back as far as to ancient Greece

and the biographer Plutarch even though the phrase gained more recogni-

tion when it was printed in a British newspaper in 1719 (ibid.) According

to Chayka, today, the phrase is almost like conventional wisdom. However,

time in its essence is not like money at all. Consider the example of hyper-

in�ation from the introduction. The purpose of the example was to show

that, however spending behaviour might change given the circumstance of
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hyperin�ation, it seems reasonable to assume that there are similarities in

behaviour regarding time.

One can argue that other types of goods also di�er from money in this

regard. Apples can go bad (so an apple that is worth something today is

rotten and worthless tomorrow) and concert tickets are only valuable prior

to the start of the performance (if you are late, then your ticket holds no

value). Neither apples nor concerts tickets are ‘like’ money. Still, there is a

functioning market for these goods. One can buy and sell apples as well as

concert tickets. Time cannot be traded directly, and there are additional

circumstances of time as a commodity that are special (see 3.1). Moreover,

as will be discussed in Section 4.1 (and is the premise of Paper III), there

are other convincing arguments for why the time-money substitutability

claim is false (Rose 2016).

3.1 Time as a commodity

It has been argued that time is like money and “the analogy with having,

spending, saving and wasting money is pervasive" (Brown 1970, p. 173).

At the same time (no pun intended), time is clearly di�erent from money if

we consider the actual characteristics of time as a resource or commodity.

While “the state of nature is that people are frequently trading between

time, reliability and money in the travel choices" (Mackie et al. 2018, p.

641), it is in a sense indisputable that time savings cannot be accumulated.

Additionally, one can claim that time has a direction and cannot easily

be transferred between individuals. Even if we indirectly trade in goods

and services that allow us to re-allocate time, it can be argued that time

is a non-market good. The presumption of a market is crucial since a

fundamental aspect of economic value is the idea of exchange, namely

that a measure of the value of an object is what someone else is willing

to give for it in exchange. The exchange in a market thus constitutes

market value. As Brown pointed out, the analogies between time and

money seem to concern the value for the individual rather than market

value. So, the speci�c characteristics of time and how they relate to time

as a commodity are relevant in the circumstance where time is considered

a good. The three main characteristics (non-accumulativity, irreversibility

and non-transferability) are further discussed below.

Time is non-accumulative

We all ‘have’ an equal amount of time to allocate per day, time that cannot

be stored or saved. This means that small time savings cannot be aggregated
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and spent later, they can only be reallocated (Festjens and Janiszewski 2015,

p. 179):

The possibility of increasing marginal utility is especially per-

tinent to time because time cannot be saved and aggregated.

Whereas people can save and aggregate some resources (e.g.,

money), so that each unit can be valued in accordance with its

anticipated best use, this is not the case with time.

While one can claim that the monetary value of most goods �uctuate over

time, I am still convinced that there is something special about time in this

respect. As Steedman points out “[i]t is striking that we often refer (in

English) to buying time, meaning to incur some cost in order to defer an

event" since money that is not spent now often can be spent later “[b]ut

the next 17 minutes will always be ‘spent’ somehow and could never be

‘spent’ later" (Steedman 2003).

Moreover, the value of time is also impacted by so-called indivisibilities

(Zeckhauser 1973). According to Zeckhauser, “the process of prepara-

tion may be enjoyable, but surely the payo� to a half-completed painting,

manuscript, or medical education is not proportional to the payo� for

the whole" (p. 670). Time allocation can also serve as a kind of capital

investment: “[t]he more one plays the piano, the greater one’s skill, and

quite conceivably the more pleasure one receives from an hour at the

keyboard" (p. 670-671). Examples like these suggest that besides being

non-accumulative as such, there are good reasons for not assuming that a

unit of time doing a particular activity has a constant value.

Time is irreversible and has a direction

Without going too deep into the philosophical discourse on the essence

of time and temporality, there is at least a general notion of the direction

of time, of temporal asymmetry and irreversibility. Clearly, this is a prop-

erty of time that is not shared with money under regular circumstances.

As noted in the introduction, money under conditions of hyperin�ation

could potentially exhibit the same characteristics (non-accumulative and

irreversible). Under such circumstances, one cannot assume that a unit

of money will carry the same or similar value tomorrow as it does today.

Without the usual characteristics of money, the banknotes and coins stop

being money at all, at least in the sense we are used to.

In a way, it is the linear progression of time that prohibits the accu-

mulation of time units. As has been pointed out “[i]t is a very simple

principle: the irreversibility of time. In space we can move either way, or
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any way; but time just goes on, never goes back. We represent time on

our diagrams by a spatial coordinate; but that representation is never a

complete representation; it always leaves something out" (Hicks 1976, p.

115).

The notion of direction and the inevitable passage of time also raises the

question of whether we should di�erentiate between bundles of activities

of the same activities for the same duration but in a di�erent temporal

order. Meaning if it is the same activities for the same amount of time, does

the order of the activities matter? Assuming there are temporal relations

between goods and services, certain goods can only be used at certain

temporal instances. Once those temporal instances are passed, those goods

cannot be used. An example is a theatre ticket to a performance at a speci�c

date and time. The ticket has no remaining value when that particular time

and day has passed (except perhaps sentimental value). Furthermore, all

activities are temporally positioned with respect to other activities. The

ticket holder would have to travel to the theatre before the start of the

performance and not after.

Time is personal and non-transferrable

Many of us have the option of borrowing money in case of need, either from

family and friends or from �nancial institutions o�ering loans. Time, on

the other hand, is personal. It cannot be borrowed or lent in the same way.

If I have some free, un-allocated time, I cannot pass it along to someone

who needs it. Obviously, I can o�er to help with a time-consuming task.

Similarly, I can turn to services that will carry out activities that need to

be done for me. But clearly, there are more constraints and less �exibility

with time and transferring time than with transferring money.

3.2 Time in economics

Time can be studied in economics in various ways and has long been a sub-

ject of study for economics. If a linear notion of time is presupposed, then

it can be easy to incorporate time into an analytical model in economics

(Mosselmans 2005). For example, there are dynamic models where a uni-

form and objective notion of time captures economic processes (Œconomia

2015). Time can also be studied as a type of currency, something we have

and can spend. For example, Ricardo developed a theory of relative prices

based on hours of labour as input (Ricardo 1817). Looking speci�cally at

consumption, it is obvious that most consumption takes a certain amount

of time, but the temporal aspect is often not considered. However, some
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accounts emphasise the fundamental role of time in individual economic

behaviour. Nisticò discusses an early approach by H.H. Gossen where the

central idea is that enjoying pleasant time is the goal of human action and

demands are viewed as time-constraints (Nisticò 2017). On a similar note,

Linder wrote that “time devoted to enjoying di�erent consumption goods

is as essential in the consumption process as the goods themselves" (Linder

1970, p. 76). This reasoning is somewhat in line with considering time

as a thing and time as context as done by Winston when he argued that

while time as a thing is viewed as input into the production process, it

should also be viewed as the context within which an activity takes place

(Winston 1982).

A more recent attempt to emphasise the role of time is provided by Ian

Steedman, who claims: “[t]o speak of time as an input is to speak mislead-

ingly" (Steedman 2003). In his book, Steedman examines the implications

on consumption theory when considering the consumer’s time budget and

claims that it is possible to be satiated in all goods and have no time to

consume additional goods. Another recent paper discusses the so-called

commodi�cation of time (as well as providing a de�nition thereof) and

its potential implications (Fellner 2017). Looking at the literature on the

value of time Fellner provides an overview of the discourse of the commod-

i�cation of time. Interestingly, the starting point of time as a commodity

is attributed to Becker’s A Theory of the Allocation of Time which is also

often referenced as a starting point in the literature on time in transport

economics (Becker 1965). As will be developed in the following section

on time in transport economics, one underlying assumption of Becker’s

model is that there is perfect substitution between time and money.

Finding Becker’s analysis unsatisfactory, Zeckhauser argued that “the

only ultimate source of utility is the disposition of time" (Zeckhauser 1973,

p. 668). Instead, he proposed a model where the objective is to maximise

lifetime utility and an individual’s welfare is a function of the pattern of time

allocation. However, Zeckhauser also stated that time-related decisions

are complex and intricate. They introduce nonconvexities of increasing

returns which make it impossible for a decision-maker to optimise on an

incremental basis. Moreover, he noted that actually aggregating lifetime

utility from a series of allocations is challenging since it is unrealistic to

consider preferences over allocations as separable. If the valuation problem

were solved, new metrics for social welfare valuation could be developed.

Such metrics could then include temporal components.
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3.3 Time in transport economics

Value of time can be seen as the key number in transport economics,

and it has been extensively researched and studied for a fairly long time

(Wardman 1998). In short, value of travel time is the amount of money at

which a change in travel time can be compensated. Reducing travel time

increases utility (De Jong and Kouwenhoven 2020). As discussed earlier,

some models use value of time to combine transport time and cost into

a single variable, called ‘generalised cost’ (ibid.). For appraisal purposes,

value of travel time is the rate society is willing to pay for time savings. For

forecasting purposes, value of travel time is used to predict the behaviour

of the travellers.

The starting point for assigning value to the time allocated to an activity

is Becker’s theory of allocation of time (Becker 1965), which stems from

incorporating a time variable into the theory of consumer choice and

thereby explaining the supply of time individuals spend working. The

theory tied a person’s satisfaction to goods as well as to time, and the

usual income constraint was reformulated to also include a time constraint.

Each person was assumed to seek equilibrium between work time (yielding

income) and time spent on consumption (‘free’ time). By viewing time as

an economic resource of which everyone has a �xed quantity, a framework

was established where various allocations of time lead to various utility

levels.

Becker’s theory was later developed by others to include the notion

of work time having a direct in�uence on utility by being pleasant or un-

pleasant (Evans 1972) as well as di�erentiating between activities (DeSerpa

1971) to allow for activities that the individual would like to spend less time

on but cannot (such as travel time). Eventually DeSerpa formulated the op-

timisation problem as a choice between commodity bundles. A commodity

bundle is de�ned as X = (X1, ..., Xn , T1, ..., Tn) where Xi is the quantity of

the ith good and Ti is the time allocated to the ith good. Moreover, it is

assumed that the individual is rational and has a complete, consistent pref-

erence ordering among the possible consumption bundles. Based on this a

utility function U (X ) can be expressed. Furthermore, boundary conditions

are established since there is a limited amount of money an individual can

spend (which is bounded by individual income) and a �xed period of time,

which DeSerpa de�ned as the length of the decision period. This leads to a

time constraint: the amount of time allocated to the various goods must

add up to the total time available. Also, since, in reality, some allocations of

time are a matter of necessity, there is a de�ned limit on the minimum time
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needed to consume a particular chosen good. In these cases, an individual

can allocate more time than required on an activity but not less. For travel

time, in particular, the value of saving travel time is composed of two e�ects

– the bene�t of being able to allocate time to other activities and the bene�t

of reduction of time spent on an unpleasant activity (travelling). Given all

this, the value of travel time to be used in appraisal can be formulated as

follows (De Jong and Kouwenhoven 2020):

VTT =
�
�
− (

)U

)T
travel

)/� (1)

where VTT is the value of travel time, U is the utility, T
travel

is the travel

time, and � and � are the Lagrangian multipliers of the time constrain and

the money budget, respectively. The equation implies that value of travel

time can be written as the di�erence between the opportunity value of

time and the utility created while travelling (ibid.). Attributing a positive

value to saving time from any activity presupposes that the saved time can

instead be spent on another activity with greater value. Consequently, the

value of free time (non-working time) has been obtained from an analysis

of choices individuals have made between a time-consuming but cheap

alternative and a more expensive but less time-consuming alternative (see

Figure 2, p. 2). Duration is by far the dominating aspect in transport

economics models. The total duration of travel is understood to be the

main component of the perception of the travel (Hensher 2011). However,

the theoretical framework has also been expanded to take into account

additional characteristics of travel modes and routes, such as comfort and

reliability (see Figure 3).

In order to facilitate plans, reliability is considered one of the most im-

portant factors when assessing value of travel time in transport economics

(Li and Hensher 2011). Travel time variability matters to travellers since

it can cause longer waiting times, missed connections and arrival at the

destination later (or earlier) than expected. Unreliability is both an inconve-

nience cost due to occasional delays as well as a cost of routinely choosing

an earlier departure time to allow for expected delays. There are various

ways to measure travel time reliability, for example, using the probability

distribution of the travel times (Engelson and Fosgerau 2016). Based on this,

the variability of travel time can be de�ned, for example, as the standard

deviation of the travel time distribution (Small 2012). The transport models

then strive to establish a cost to the traveller due to changes in the mean

travel time or in the dispersion of the distribution of the travel times (ibid.).

Another characteristic that has been widely recognised to impact the
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value of travel time besides reliability is congestion (Li et al. 2010). It is

acknowledged both in theory and in applications that congested time is

uncomfortable, and thus the value of time (savings) in congested conditions

is higher (Abrantes and Wardman 2011). A journey on public transport

under congested conditions is signi�cantly more burdensome. Congestion

will likely be experienced as more stressful and will impact the ability to do

other tasks while travelling. Other aspects that are known to impact value

of travel time are coherence and interruptions of travel time. For example,

walking and waiting time are clearly important features of travellers’ per-

ception of the overall travel time, and the value of (shortening) waiting time

is generally higher than (shortening) the value of in-vehicle time (Abrantes

and Wardman 2011).

The generally applied method then identi�es the marginal substitution

rate between travel time and travel cost using discrete choice models

based on random utility theory (as discussed in Section 1.2). Individuals’

willingness to pay to reduce travel time is interpreted as the subjective

value of time (González 1997).

Figure 3 – An example of a stated choice question to elicit willingness

to pay including parameters of reliability (Hensher 2010).
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Given a subjective value of time, a total value for a time saving can be

calculated by taking the value of the time saving per traveller times the

number of travellers a�ected by a particular intervention. In very simple

terms, the bene�ts of a transport change are then calculated by taking

the total value per day times a reasonable number of days (most changes

have long term e�ects, with bene�ts calculated over decades)
8

using an

appropriate discount factor. Even though a stable rate of substitution

between time and money is assumed and needed for welfare appraisal

purposes, many factors have been found to cause variation in the value of

travel time across individuals as well as for the same individual traveller.

These factors often include travel mode (car, bus, train, etc.), purpose of

trip, income,
9

trip distance, productive use of travel time (Small 2012). It is

also recognised that there are factors such as loss aversion that contribute

to the observed heterogeneity (De Borger and Fosgerau 2008).

Since travel is considered a derived need, shorter travel time is assumed,

everything else being equal, to be better than longer travel time (linearity

in the value of time is generally assumed). However, the simplicity of this

assumption has been questioned. Mokhtarian and Salomon have found

the ideal average one-way commuting time to be a little over 16 minutes

(Mokhtarian and Salomon 2001). They also found that the number of

respondents who would prefer a commute as short as up to two minutes

to be very low (3%). This �nding indicates that the desire to eliminate

the commute completely might be very low. Travellers, in contrast to

the underlying assumptions in transport economics, might value the time

spent on the commute for various reasons, such as not having to work from

home. Travel time and travel in general can be useful in ways not re�ected

in the current models. Moreover, the demand for time e�ciency has also

been criticised for being an untenable social and moral practice (Khisty

and Zeitler 2001). Transport projects that lead to so-called time e�ciency

are considered valuable from a social welfare point of view. However,

Khisty and Zeitler argue that “in the name of time e�ciency, all relevant

moral information is excluded” (2001). Additionally, interventions that are

generating higher welfare and consequently lead to more e�ciency also

lead to larger adverse distributional e�ects (Kristo�ersson et al. 2017).

8
It should also be noted that there are various approaches to aggregate individuals’ value

of time (such as travel time savings) for social appraisal, not all of which assume that time

in�uences individual utility (a more straight-forward move is to assume that saved time equals

more work time which bene�ts society as a whole).

9
Individuals with higher income value time savings higher, this is referred to as the

income e�ect. While it is recognised, there is no consensus on how to deal with income-based

heterogeneity in value of travel time.
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Further criticism has been voiced toward the practice of aggregating

individual willingness to pay for a shorter commute and taking that to be

the value for society as a whole. The basis of the critique is that the decision

to �nance a government transportation project should be based on society’s

willingness to pay to improve mobility. However, society’s willingness does

not necessarily equal the aggregated amount that individuals are willing

to pay for the same improvement: “society has its own budget and its own

priorities, and clearly total welfare is not necessarily the simple sum of all

users’ bene�ts" (Jara-Diaz 2007, p. 106). There is also general awareness of

the complexity of understanding temporal behaviour and a lot of research

is focused on the mechanics of time allocation to various activities. Besides

trade-o�s between activities at home and activities at other locations, there

are also trade-o�s between activity duration and travel time (Timmermans

et al. 2002).

Lastly, it can be noted that while transport economists tend to measure

duration objectively and linearly (clock time), some research indicates that

commuters’ response to time duration is non-linear (Johansson et al. 2003).

For example, travellers were less time-sensitive for very short or long

distances. Interestingly, while the travel time used when modelling the

expected behaviour is often the actual timetable time, time can actually

be perceived individually. It has been suggested that a so-called distorted

perception of travel time can be a reason for discrepancies between forecast

models and actual behaviour of travellers (Peer et al. 2014). Moreover, it has

been proposed that the distinction between the actual and perceived time,

including ways travel time can be stretched or compressed, depends on

the individual’s state of mind and activity engagement, which is linked to

expectations of what is feasible for a given journey duration (Watts 2008).

3.4 Insights on valuing time from consumer research

While time can be seen as a resource that can be spent or exchanged

for money, empirical insights from the �eld of consumer research provide

reasons for why time might not be straightforwardly equivalent to money.
10

Such �ndings include the notion of slack, uncertainty and loss aversion,

di�erences in mental accounting, and reference dependence.

Slack in this context is de�ned as the perceived surplus of a given re-

source available to complete an important task. There is research indicating

that individuals expect greater slack for time in the future compared to

10
See (Lallement and Gourmelen 2018) for a recent review of perspectives of time in

consumer research.
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the present and that they expect slack for time to be greater than slack for

money (Zauberman and Lynch Jr 2005). Moreover, people “exhibit steeper

discounting and more present-biased preferences for future investment of

time than of money" (Zauberman and Lynch Jr 2005, p. 25). Individuals

perceive changes over time in the supply of slack more optimistically for

time compared to money. Another related concept often mentioned in the

literature is the fungibility of time. Leclerc et al. believe that “uncertainty is

more aversive in time than monetary decisions mainly because outcomes of

time (losses or savings) cannot as easily be transferred" (Leclerc et al. 1995, p.

118). They assert that time is less fungible than money. Therefore, planning

is more critical in the context of time. Since uncertainty makes planning

more di�cult, people are generally more averse to time uncertainty. This

claim is subsequently supported in other studies where it is concluded

that time is less fungible than money (Abdellaoui and Kemel 2013). The

so-called fungibility of money allows individuals to accept monetary risks

more easily. Abdellaoui and Kemel exemplify this by suggesting that it

explains why an increase in the taxi fare due to being stuck in a tra�c jam

on the way to the airport has less impact than the potential delayed arrival

to the airport and the subsequently missed �ight. A study in transport

economics has also shown that participants were more loss averse in the

time dimension than the cost dimension (De Borger and Fosgerau 2008).

More absolute value was attached to a time loss than a time gain, and the

time values increased with the time di�erence. A large gap in willingness

to pay and willingness to accept was also con�rmed. The authors claim

that the degree of loss aversion perhaps diminishes in situations with a less

clear reference point. However, if models ignored reference dependence in

situations where preference dependence was present, there would be bias.

There are also systematic di�erences in how people spend time ver-

sus money, di�erences that could potentially be explained by a greater

ambiguity in the value of time (Okada and Hoch 2004). People can more

easily accommodate adverse temporal outcomes by being more creative in

their reasoning about decisions and adjusting the value of their temporal

input. This is argued to depend on the ambiguity in the value of time.

The term ‘ambiguity’ is used to capture the di�erence in opportunity cost

between temporal and monetary contexts (Okada and Hoch 2004). The

opportunity cost for time is harder to assess; it is thus ambiguous. Since

time is not as easily exchangeable and cannot be saved for later use, the

next best thing to do with available time is harder to determine. Thus, the

opportunity cost becomes more context-dependent. Another perspective is

that accounting for time is less routine than accounting for money (Soman
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2001). For example, Soman found that the typical phenomenon of sunk

cost was not observed for time in the same way as it was for money. How-

ever, this seems intuitively strange. Many might recognise and hesitate

to change tasks, having spent time on something that seemingly is not

working, for the very reason of the feeling of sunk cost. Nevertheless,

Soman has suggested that this �nding might depend on the di�erence in

mental accounting. Related to the di�erence in mental accounting is a

view of money as an instrument of exchange, involving considerations of

value which prompt analytical thinking, whereas time is experienced and

time considerations instead relate to experiences of a�ective concepts (Lee

et al. 2015). This distinction is supported by a study that shows that “a

choice situation involving the consideration of money activates a more

analytical mode of processing than a choice situation involving time" (Lee

et al. 2015, p. 194).

Lastly, it is generally acknowledged that individuals tend to interpret

alternatives in decision problems as gains or losses relative to a reference

point. This is also the case for decisions on time allocation, perhaps even

more so. There are various ways of looking at scheduling constraints,

planning goals and the importance of context, for example, to consider the

presence of so-called boundary tasks (Tonietto et al. 2018). Tonietto et al.

found that an hour before a scheduled meeting felt shorter than an hour

without anything scheduled directly afterward (ibid). Clearly, the values

of many other resources also depend on the context of use, and it is often

assumed that there is a diminishing marginal utility of goods. With regard

to time, an argument can be made to the e�ect that the demand for time as

a resource is constant and hence that this violates one of the conditions that

lead to diminishing marginal utility. Festjens and Janiszewski claim that

“[t]his violation occurs because the length of a block of time determines the

activities that can be considered for its use" (Festjens and Janiszewski 2015,

p. 178). This means that a larger block of time should be valued higher

per unit since having a larger block of time allows one more �exibility

when allocating time and the opportunity to engage in more meaningful

activities. Thus, the value of a block of time depends on its expected use,

and a block of time spent on a meaningful activity is worth more than

the same amount of time spent on a less meaningful activity. A study by

Festjens and Janiszewski shows support for the appearance of a zone of

indi�erence for small time gains and losses while being valued in line with

diminishing marginal utility (Festjens and Janiszewski 2015). Moreover, the

study shows increasing marginal utility for moderate time gains and losses

as well as diminishing marginal utility for large time gains and losses. This
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supports the theory that “[m]oderate amounts of time exhibit increasing

marginal utility (disutility) because larger blocks of time provide a more

diverse set or usage opportunities" (ibid., p. 178). In contrast, a small

time block makes it di�cult to imagine how more or less time would be

bene�cial, leading to diminishing marginal utility.

3.5 Insights from psychology: time and happiness

A relatively recent development in consumer theory and psychology is the

connection between time and happiness. For example, it has been suggested

that can time provides unique insights into human wellbeing that income

alone cannot capture (Masuda et al. 2021). In a way, it seems obvious

that how we spend our time impacts our state of mind. However, this

development is speci�cally relevant concerning valuing time in monetary

terms. It seems that putting a price on time creates impatience which a�ects

individuals’ ability to derive happiness from pleasurable experiences (DeVoe

and House 2012). Also, while individuals can be prompted to think of time

as money, this causes more stress and decreases environmentally bene�cial

behaviour, such as recycling (DeVoe and Pfe�er 2007, 2011; Whillans and

Dunn 2015). Priming individuals to think about money caused people to

work more and socialise less, decisions that are generally assumed to have

the consequence of less happiness. Individuals primed to think about time

were motivated to spend more time with friends and family and work

less, choices that can generally be assumed to lead to more happiness

(Mogilner et al. 2018). Moreover, people focusing on money rather than

time have been found to be less ethical since they cheat more (Gino and

Mogilner 2014). When focused on money, people behave in self-interested

but not self-re�ective ways. Thinking about time can, according to Gino

and Mogilner, encourage people to re�ect on who they are and make them

less prone to unethical behaviour. In their study, they found that shifting

people’s attention to time decreased dishonesty (ibid.).

On the other hand, the opposite has also been argued for. Namely, that

“an economic evaluation of time is likely to lead to more positive attitudes

and decisions and actions consistent with well-being in domains where

time use is primarily utilitarian" (Pfe�er and DeVoe 2012, p. 56). This view

argues that decisions will be better (as will the resulting attitudes) when

they are made in a utilitarian domain using an economic evaluation frame.

Taking the activity of commuting as an example, the authors claim that
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since it is perceived as the least enjoyable activity of the day,
11

as well as

being inversely related to wellbeing, understanding that the commute is

an economic necessity will result in better decisions.

One study showed that making train passengers more aware of the pass-

ing of time during a journey negatively in�uenced their appraisal of time

(Galetzka et al. 2018). In contrast, conditions without information led to the

passengers having more positive emotions and a higher hedonic appraisal

of time (ibid.). Moreover, the researchers showed that a clean environment

with slow music resulted in a positive appraisal of time and a more pleasant

travel experience. The authors concluded that further research is needed to

understand the impact of the journey environment to make people enjoy

their journey. Future research will also surely provide more insights into

the general relationship between time and life satisfaction, as Masuda et al.

(2020) suggested.

3.6 Temporal autonomy

Going back to time in transport economics, while the overarching social

bene�t is seen as improved accessibility, freeing up time for travellers to

spend as they wish (i.e., not on travel) is still the primary mechanism by

which accessibility is reached. Especially since it is actually not necessary

for the saved time to be spent on additional travel; how the saved time is

spent is irrelevant. Another way of looking at this (sometimes) stated aim

of transport economics is that there is an assumption to promote temporal

autonomy by giving individuals more control over how they choose to use

their time by shortening time spent on (necessary but unwanted) travel.

The concept of temporal autonomy has been proposed to enable further

discussion on the relationship between work time and leisure time and to

provide arguments regarding the maximisation of ‘free’ time as a desirable

end (Goodin et al. 2008). Gooding et al. argue that “[s]overeignty over

one’s time, or anyway some appreciable portion of it, is as central to

leading an autonomous life as is sovereignty over one’s body" (ibid., p. 32).

Similarly, time can be seen as time necessary to develop the capability

for exercising critical thought and meaningful action: “autonomy begins

with self-determination over one’s time" (Shippen 2014). In their work on

time poverty, Williams et al. argue that time is a scarce resource needed to

produce goods, obtain services, and ensure leisure (Williams et al. 2016).

Thus, they argue that time, along with income, is a basic economic resource

11
Recent research con�rms that time spent on commuting is negatively associated with

wellbeing, even if the size of the e�ect of weekly commuting hours on wellbeing is relatively

small (Zijlstra and Verhetsel 2021)
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needed for well-being. Such arguments seem to support the overarching

goal of shortening necessary travel time. However, as discussed in Paper

III, whether time is actually saved in a sense that matters to the individuals

is not apparent.

Additionally, one could argue that if the state really wanted to promote

temporal autonomy, it would implement basic income or other measures

that allow its citizens to spend less time working (if they wanted to). It

seems peculiar to focus on minutes that can be saved in tra�c when there

are many more time-consuming activities.
12

Transport economists might

respond by saying that this reasoning is unfair; after all, the value of

travel time (savings) is just a proxy for accessibility. Accessibility is what

is actually being promoted, not temporal autonomy as such. Enhanced

accessibility drives land development and overall economic growth, which

is the end-goal. However, overall economic growth seems far from the

willingness-to-pay studies measuring the value of getting one’s commute

shortened by x minutes. While not fully developed in this thesis, the

methodological choices here seem to warrant more consideration.

4. Considerations on justice

Given that one point of departure of this thesis was the valuation of time

in transport economics and the substitutability between time and money,

re�ections on the role of temporal aspects of justice followed. Questions

of transport justice and equity are becoming increasingly prevalent in the

transport literature. However, as will be discussed in this section, most of

the considerations of transport justice are based on ‘accessibility’ as the

metric of justice. Consequently, the scope of the justice-related questions

in this thesis (i.e., Paper II and Paper II) is the question of ‘justice of what?’.

A metric of justice is required for any theory of distributive justice since

it is the metric that dictates what it is we should make sure people have an

equal amount of, or what we ought to care about, in order to realize justice

(Gheaus 2018). The metric for justice has been suggested to be either

resources, access to advantage, wellbeing, or capabilities. Additionally,

there are the distribuenda of justice: goods that are to be distributed by

institutions and policies in order to bring about a just distribution of the

metric of justice (ibid.). It can be the case that a separate metric is used to

determine if justice prevails while an established injustice is compensated

12
While there is evidence that shows that the commute is the most stressful part of the

day (for some), this alone does not justify the focus on shortening the commute. I believe the

focus could equally be on making it less stressful.
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for by other means. Examples of the distribuenda of justice are money,

rights, opportunity for desirable positions and leisure time, according to

Gheaus (2016). Notably, people can agree on the distribuendum of justice

while at the same time disagreeing on the correct metric of justice. This

is exempli�ed by the di�erence between resource theorists and capability

theorists; they agree on the goods that ought to be distributed by the state

but not on the metric as such. In the transport literature, the ‘what should

be distributed in a fair way’ has been conceptualized as the equalisandum

(Martens 2012). My understanding is that this the term equalisandum seems

to be closer to the distribuendum of justice than to the metric of justice, as

it will be discussed in this thesis.

It should be noted that the focus of this thesis is solely on the metric

of transport justice and not on the distributive principles. Hence, I do not

consider or explore which principle might be more suitable in the context

of transport. Regardless of which distributive principle we eventually

agree on (if an agreement is possible), we must �rst agree on what we are

distributing. Therefore, I believe considering the metric of justice is both

warranted and important.

4.1 Theories of justice of what?

On one conception, the appropriate metric of justice is welfare (Dworkin

1981a). Welfare can be understood as enjoyment, pleasure or preference

satisfaction. Resources are valuable insofar as they produce welfare and

should be distributed in a way that ensures equal welfare. However, welfare

as the metric of justice has been criticised. One prominent line of critique

is by Rawls. He argues against a metric based on welfare, in part due to

such a metric catering to so-called expensive tastes. Suppose resources

are to be distributed in a way that ensures equal levels of welfare. In that

case, someone might require more resources on the basis of expensive taste,

such as the appreciation of expensive wines. Rawls instead formulates an

account based on primary goods with social basis of self-respect being

the most important (Rawls 2001). Primary goods are all-purpose goods

needed to pursue any life plan. Could ‘time’ or ‘free time’ in some respect

be such a good? Brake argues in the context of so-called relationship

goods that while a good being necessary for the pursuit of any life plan

is not a su�cient condition for it to be considered a primary good, access

to personal relationships cannot be guaranteed by the just distribution

of other goods (Brake 2017). Therefore, it can be justi�ed to consider

relationship goods as goods the distribution of which is a concern for
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justice, especially if they are necessary to develop the two moral powers

of a person, i.e., a sense of justice and a conception of what is valuable in

human life. A similar case could be made for considering (discretionary)

time as such a justice-relevant good. Having discretionary time, i.e., time

one has full autonomy over, could certainty be considered a necessary basis

for self-respect. Notably, self-respect here is not understood as an attitude

toward oneself. Rather, it is the social basis of self-respect that counts as a

primary good (Rawls 2001, p. 60). Rawls further exempli�es that a right to

“certain forms of real property, such as dwellings and private grounds" is

to be seen as a social basis of self-respect since it is deemed necessary for

the adequate development and full exercise of moral powers. Following

the same reasoning, ‘mobility’ or ‘the ability to transport oneself’ could be

necessary “to have a lively sense of their worth as persons and to be able

to advance their ends with self-con�dence" (ibid., p. 59). The same could

be said for ‘accessibility’; to be able to advance one’s ends, one needs to

have access to means towards those ends.

Starting with similar critiques of equality of welfare catering to expen-

sive tastes, Dworkin formulates a theory of equality of resources (Dworkin

1981b). Instead of an equal split of resources, he proposes an allocation of

resources based on an auction where people would enter the market on

equal terms by having an equal initial budget. Such an allocation would

pass the so-called envy test; no one would prefer someone else’s bundles

of resources. Cohen rejects Dworkin’s position of quality of resources

and argues that justice has to include elements of welfare (Cohen 2011).

He argues for the metric of justice to be understood as equal access to

advantage (including resources). Advantage is to be viewed as including

but also wider than welfare, with unjust disadvantage prevailing when one

cannot be held responsible.

Another commonly considered metric of justice is based on capabilities

which are needed to achieve so-called functioning. Capabilities are ‘doings

and beings’, i.e., various activities and states people can achieve if they

choose, while functionings are capabilities that have been realised (Robeyns

2011). Scholars who favour capabilities and scholars who favour resources

agree on principles of justice being formulated to ensure e�ective access

to the means people need to satisfy their objective interests (Anderson

2010). However, those who advocate for a capabilities-based account argue

that the index of primary goods will be too in�exible to account for the

di�erences in individuals’ needs. Anderson puts forward four reasons for

favouring capabilities over a resource-based metric: (1) resources are means

to functionings and principles of justice should be formulated in terms
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of ends rather than means, (2) capabilities are sensitive to structural and

psychosocial injustices which cannot be remedied by a redistribution of

resources, (3) capabilities are better suited to handle individual variations,

and (4) citizens express their claims in terms of capabilities rather than

in terms of primary goods. Anderson illustrates the third reason with a

transport-related example based on parking spaces speci�cally reserved

for the disabled. She claims that such parking spaces could not be justi�ed

by the resourcist approach since it “is caught in the contradiction between

its call for ‘unbiased’ public infrastructure" (ibid., p. 93) and thus not being

able to adjust the “package of resources" based on individual needs. A

potential reply could be that parking space is not a requirement of justice,

but Anderson does not �nd this convincing, and I must agree with her. If not

with regard to the speci�c need for parking space but due to the di�culty

of drawing a line between public infrastructure that is a requirement for

justice and that is not. If no public infrastructure is deemed a resource that

is a requirement for justice, formulating an account of transport justice on

a resourcist basis will be di�cult.

Lastly, a metric of justice can be seen as either subjective or objective

(Anderson 2010). Subjective metrics, according to Andersson, de�ne “the

measure of justice relative to subjective evaluative states of individuals",

for example, happiness and preference satisfaction (ibid., p. 85). Objective

metrics, in turn, are objective states of individuals or their possessions.

Such metrics are either goods external to the person, such as income,

job opportunities, and legal rights, or states of the person, such as health,

mobility, and literacy. Anderson argues further that a theory of justice must

explain why an objective or subjective metric is preferred. On her view, the

appropriate metric of justice should be objective since it then avoids the

issue of adaptive preferences; it also satis�es the publicity condition and

limits claims to states people are responsible for providing to each other

(ibid.).

4.2 Transport justice

Historically, matters of equity and fairness have received less attention

than questions of e�ectiveness and e�ciency in the transportation litera-

ture (Wee and Mouter 2021). In cost-bene�t analysis, the commonly used

method of appraisal, distributional e�ects are purposely not evaluated.

According to van Wee and Mouter, it is believed that evaluation would

depend on one’s ethical perceptions. Thus, the general position has been

that equity concerns should be handled by the taxation system rather than
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speci�c transport projects. More recently, the tension between e�ciency

and equity considerations in project appraisal has been the focus of major

debate (Thomopoulos et al. 2009). There has also been a signi�cant rise in

interest in questions of transport equity and justice in transport research

and adjacent �elds. Van Wee and Mouter suggest that the attention in

academia might in part be triggered by the attention for justice outside of

the transport domain (2021).

Even with the recent rise in interest, there is still is “little conceptual clar-

ity about what justice means in the transport context" (Pereira et al. 2017, p.

170). Others plainly note that “[e]quality is a fuzzy concept" (Kristo�ersson

et al. 2017, p. 100). Still, multiple transport scholars have considered various

justice theories, their applicability and possible consequences for project

appraisal (Martens 2016; Pereira et al. 2017; Nahmias-Biran et al. 2017,

among others). Often, the position is to challenge the utilitarian basis of

transport planning (Nahmias-Biran and Shiftan 2016). If considerations

of equity cannot be su�ciently handled by cost-bene�t analysis, adapting

a framework which would incorporate and access equity considerations

might be way forward (Thomopoulos et al. 2009). However, according to

Epting, even if it is possible to attain transport justice, no one person or

group has the necessary perspective and can provide the information to do

so (Epting 2021).

As noted above, it is common among the scholars who write on the topic

of transport justice to consider speci�c normative theories or principles and

subsequently apply them to the circumstances of transportation. Nahmias-

Biran et al. (2017) provide an overview, including attempts to expand Rawls’

theory of justice, exploring Walzer’s spheres of justice as a potential basis

of an account of justice as accessibility and the capabilities approach.

Sometimes a distinction is made between horizontal and vertical eq-

uity
13

(Thomopoulos et al. 2009). Horizontal equity refers to the comparable

treatment of comparable individuals, groups or regions, whereas vertical

equity refers to the special treatment and protection of disadvantaged indi-

viduals, groups and regions. An example of horizontal equity would be the

equal distribution of public funds on transport initiatives among di�erent

regions. An example of vertical equity would be to ensure a minimum

level of transport within all parts of a country or speci�c region (ibid.).

To my understanding, these concepts are used when evaluating policy

alternatives.

13
Other types of equity that can be considered include territorial equity, spatial equity,

social equity and so forth. See Thomopoulos et al. for an overview of these types of equity

considerations (2009).
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The metric of transport justice

Most of the literature in transport justice focuses on accessibility, with

transport justice being measured in levels of accessibility. For example,

Pereira et al. argue that “transport accessibility, rather than resources

or travel behavior, stands out as the most promising focal variable of

distributive justice" (2017, p. 178). However, taking accessibility as the

metric of justice is not straightforward. For starters, it is assumed that

what matters is accessibility to that which people have reason to value.

Such a de�nition arguably required more clari�cation. One understanding,

in the context of the capabilities approach, is that individuals should have

a minimum level of accessibility that ensures they can meet their basic

needs, such as access to food stores, education, healthcare, employment

(ibid.). On the one hand, the de�nition of basic needs can then be carried

out elsewhere. On the other hand, understanding which needs are basic

and what level of access is minimal is a prerequisite to be able to access if

a level of accessibility is su�cient.

Additionally, an illustration of the complexity of “accessibility to what?"

can be found in the chapter on transport equity by van Wee and Mouter

(2021). Their starting point is the WHO de�nition of equity which specif-

ically references avoidable or remediable di�erences. With this in mind,

van Wee and Mouter argue that “di�erences in levels of accessibility are to

a large extent unavoidable and non-remediable" (ibid., p. 107). The example

they give is to consider theatres and swimming pools:

It is unavoidable that people living nearby have better access

to such destinations [i.e. theatres and swimming pools] than

people living at a larger distance. And building many theatres

and swimming pools across cities would be extremely expen-

sive. In other cases, di�erences can be reduced by policies, the

planning of shopping centers being a clear example. (ibid., p.

107)

I �nd this quote to be quite telling since it presumes that the cost of

building swimming pools and theatres cannot reasonably be lower than

value of having a swimming pool or theatre nearby. So, the authors seem to

be making a presumption of what it is that people value and to what extent.

Moreover, it is telling that the example of cases where new construction

nearby might be warranted are shopping centres – destinations which very

well might be substituted by digital alternatives whereas the activity of

swimming (and, arguably the experience of going to a live theatre perfor-
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mance) cannot. I believe this example conveniently relates to the topic

of Paper II. If accessibility is the metric of justice, it does not on its own

provide us with answers as to “access to what?". The issues (as well as the

bene�ts) with accessibility as a metric of justice are developed in detail in

the following section.

4.3 Accessibility as a metric of justice

Accessibility as a resource

Can accessibility be seen as a resource? First of all, it is arguably objective.

Moreover, there exists a market of sorts for accessibility, namely the housing

market. One’s place of residence is usually considered the point of origin

for evaluating whether certain destinations or services are available or not.

Transport infrastructure can also be evaluated based on place of residence

(are there pavements, functioning street lights, bus stops, proper roads?).

Housing locations that have more ‘accessibility’ are often more expensive,

whether it is an apartment in Manhattan or a house in a suburb with access

to good schools, healthcare, parks and nature, and so on. Nevertheless, it is

not always the case that access to employment is re�ected in the price of

suburban living. It can be quite the opposite – moving to the suburbs can

require a long commute for work with local job opportunities being limited.

This is, assumingly, known to those who move to the suburb and is a trade-

o� they are willing to make. Hence, the housing market can re�ect some of

the value of accessibility but not in a straightforward way. Obviously, there

is no market for ‘accessibility’ as such. Furthermore, ‘accessibility’ consists

of multiple components; for example, to have access to a job that is within

reasonable driving distance you need both a means of transportation (such

as a car or public transport) as well as the appropriate infrastructure (road,

bridge, sidewalk, parking, etc.). Hence, if we were to identify a (unjust) lack

of access to job opportunities, we would have to further analyse if this is

due to a lack of employment opportunities as such, a lack of infrastructure

(such as bad roads, congestion leading to unreasonable travel times, etc.) or

a lack of means (no car, no driving licence, no available public transport).

While these components could function as resources to be redistributed and

thus function as the distribuenda of justice, accessibility in itself cannot be.

A parallel can be drawn to health and healthcare, as Anderson does, where

healthcare can be distributed whereas health cannot. Still, it is unclear

if ‘accessibility as a resource’ could be further de�ned without clarifying

accessibility to what.

An alternative can be to view accessibility as access; Cohen uses the
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term access to combine having the opportunity to achieve a good and the

actual outcome. He argues that access is better than just ‘opportunity’ since

shortfalls in personal capacity might detract from opportunity; one might

have opportunity but lack access, which should be of egalitarian concern

(Cohen 2011). So, access on Cohen’s view, in contradiction to how the term

accessibility is used in the �eld of transport, combines both opportunities

and outcomes: “a person enjoys access to something which he does not

have only if he has both the opportunity and the capacity to obtain it"

(ibid., p. 40). Furthermore, capacity should not be confused with capability:

“[u]nder equality of access to advantage, the normative accent is not on

capability as such, but on a person not lacking an urgent desideratum

through no fault of his own: capability to achieve the desideratum is a

su�cient but not a necessary condition of not su�ering such a lack" (ibid.,

p. 59). In his writings, Cohen uses a transport-related example of a woman

who is too poor to a�ord the train ticket to visit her sister (p. 176). If

she were to try to board the train, she would not be able to overcome the

train conductor’s interference. Hence, she is entirely capable to board the

train: “there is no de�ciency in her ability to do so which restricts her

independently of the interference that she faces" (ibid.). Still, she does

not have access to her sister. Whether or not she has accessibility will

depend on whether monetary considerations are included in the measure

of accessibility. It is not obvious that they are. Hence, “access to advantage"

is stronger than “accessibility" in the sense that you might be considered

to have accessibility but not have access. However, it is not clear if access

avoids further de�ning access to what.

Accessibility as a capability

There is a growing literature in the transport �eld arguing that the appro-

priate theory of distributive justice for transport justice is the capabilities

approach and that accessibility should be considered a capability (Vecchio

and Martens 2021). Following the capabilities approach, only ends are of

intrinsic importance: “the end of justice is to secure for individuals their

capacity to function as equals in society" (Anderson 2010, p. 88). Assuming

the ends are well-being and development, they should be discussed in

terms of people’s capabilities to function, that is “e�ective opportunities to

undertake the actions and activities that they want to engage in" (Robeyns

2003, p. 6). A distinction should be made between the realised and the

e�ectively possible, i.e., the capabilities can be seen as sort of ‘freedoms’.

Following the reasoning on health as a capability with “clean water, access
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to medical doctors, protection from diseases" (ibid., p. 7) and so forth as

resources necessary for this capability, accessibility can be viewed as a

capability with the resources being transport infrastructure, transportation

skills and means of transportation. Still, it is odd to consider ‘accessibility’

without considering access to what. As can be noted, Robeyns suggests

that access to medical doctors is a resource necessary for the capability

of health. Accessibility (i.e., access) is almost implied. Should it not be

imperative to �rst de�ne accessibility to what, similarly to how “[w]e must

�rst determine what the relevant functionings are before we can identify

which resources that are needed to achieve these functionings" (Anderson

2010, p. 87)?

Robeyns argues that the capabilities approach should be viewed as a

framework rather than a theory (2003). Therefore, we cannot support and

should not strive for one de�nite list of capabilities. Instead, the list of

capabilities is context-dependent. Similarly, it could be that for the pur-

pose of actual transport policy, the people that are a�ected by the policy

could decide on what type of destinations that should count as valuable.

Thus, these destinations would function as the answer to ‘access to what’.

Such an approach would, as in the context of the capabilities approach

in general, require public deliberation and participation. However, capa-

bilities are also, at least by Robeyns account, individualistic in the sense

that the evaluation of functionings and capabilities is the evaluation of the

well-being of individuals. Hence, it would be impossible to speak of the

capability, and subsequently, the accessibility of a community. This, I be-

lieve, is a potential reason for why accessibility as a capability is somewhat

unclear; accessibility is dependent on public goods and structures of the

society. Robeyns actually illustrates the example of recognizing that social

and environmental factors in�uence the conversions of commodities into

functionings with a transport-related example. In her example, a bike is a

commodity, and the functioning is ‘to transport oneself safely’, with the

public infrastructure being a characteristic of society that supports di�erent

levels of the functioning given the same commodity. In this example, it

is evident that the public infrastructure, which enables accessibility, can

increase or decrease the capability of individuals. But these public goods do

not, according to Robeyns, enable a community capability. Furthermore, I

believe another issue remains. According to Robeyns, the list of capabilities

has to be exhaustive and non-reducible. The question is whether the list

is truly non-reducible if it both contains the capabilities such as ‘health’,

‘education’, etc. and ‘accessibility’ since many for the former capabilities

presuppose the latter (i.e., access). For instance, having the capability
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‘health’ presumably implies having resource ‘access to health’. What is left

of the capability ‘accessibility’ beyond access to all other capabilities?

4.4 Time as the metric of justice

Considering that time is di�erent from money (argued in Paper I), it seems

warranted to consider time in its own right in the context of justice. More-

over, as has been brie�y mentioned in Section 3.6, Rose argues that citizens’

claims to free time are grounded in the principle that citizens have legit-

imate claims to fair shares of the resources that are required to exercise

their liberties and opportunities (Rose 2016). For example,“to exercise one’s

right to vote, to participate in a town meeting, or to join in a protest, one

must have not only the means to travel to the polls, the town hall and the

public square, one must also have the free time to exercise these liberties”

(Rose 2021, p. 56). Here, it can be noted that Rose includes means of trans-

portation that arguably ensure physical access as well as points out that

time is needed as well. So, what is needed is means of transportation and

free time, including travel time. While Rose does not distinguish between

travel time and time to carry out the activity at hand, it is a distinction

worth making. If the travel time to the polling station is signi�cant, one

might be discouraged from voting at all, even if the actual time it takes to

vote is short. Similarly, less time is left to join in a protest if travelling to

the protest takes long. So, not only is travel time required, it can be the

determinator of whether one has enough free time or not.

Similarly to transport, time has been somewhat neglected in political

philosophy even though free or discretionary time can be seen as an essen-

tial element of a decent life. In her book, Rose provides a summary of what

political philosophers have said on the topic of time (Rose 2016). She ar-

gues that the so-called time-money substitutability claim is the reason why

distributive theorists have not paid much attention to temporal resources

(ibid.). If there is substitutability between time and money, it would be su�-

cient for a theory of justice only to consider the distribution of income and

wealth. However, Rose argues that the time-money substitutability claim

is false because it rests on two false assumptions. The �rst is the perfect

divisibility of labor demand, namely that “all individuals can freely choose

to reduce their hours of paid work to the level they prefer" (Rose 2016).

This, she claims, is empirically false. The second assumption is the perfect

substitutability of money and basic needs satisfaction, i.e., all household

and basic bodily needs can be met by purchasing goods or services. This is

false since not all activities can be bought with money. Despite being true
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that for some necessary activities, one can substitute income for time, “it

does not follow that a theory of justice is entitled to assume that citizens

should make such a substitution" (ibid.). Rose further argues that under

some social circumstances, hiring somebody to help meet one’s household

or bodily needs presents a threat to civic equality. She considers free time

as a justice-relevant resource rather than a speci�c good.

It can be questioned whether the discussions of time in political science,

such as by Rose, endorse a particular meta-view of time and if so, if it

matters. Plotica argues that any treatment of time as a quantity relevant for

matters of justice relies on a particular notion of time, namely clock-time

(Plotica 2019). Both Rose and Goodin et al. consider ‘free’ or ‘discretionary’

time, i.e., a quantity of how much time individuals have (Rose 2016; Goodin

et al. 2008). However, as Plotica argues, the treatment of time as a de�ned

and measurable unit is in itself not value-neutral. An hour in the morning

might not be meaningfully qualitatively the same for persons with di�erent

biological rhythms. Thus, uncritical reliance on clock-time “reinforces

many of the same temporal logics and practices that leave so many people

so pressed for time and with so little control over the time they do have"

(ibid., p. 793). Another perspective is to consider the value of time besides

its duration (as is the practice in transport research where time is valued

di�erently based on the circumstances of travel); what is relevant from the

perspective of distributive justice is time with a certain value (Tyssedal

2021). Tyssedal argues that simply ‘free’ or ‘discretionary’ time does not

actually track discretion over time which is of moral relevance, nor do these

concepts track valuable time. If time is to be considered a resource “for

which units di�er in value” (ibid., p. 188) based on the amount and pattern

of time as well as on other available resources. These considerations are

alighted with the speci�cs of time considered in Paper I, as well as relate

to time being a resource as developed in Section 4.5.2.

All in all, if the time-money substitutability claim is false, then it is

worth considering time as a potential metric of justice. Such an inquiry

could encompass the appeal to take value of time or have a more pluralistic

account of temporality (as suggested by Plotica). Given the signi�cant role

of travel time in transport studies, it seems like considering time could be

an alternative (this is argued in Paper III). However, there are also speci�cs

of time as a metric that are worth developing further, as is done in the

following section.
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Time as a subjective or objective metric?

When considering time as a potential metric, the suggested distinction by

Anderson between a subjective and objective metric becomes less clear-

cut. On the one hand, time is objective in the sense that it is objectively

measurable (i.e., clock-time). On the other hand, it can be questioned

whether it is really external to the person or even a state of the person.

Presumably, the states that Anderson lists can be objectively evaluated,

i.e., how healthy someone is, or how literate (2010). Similarly, an external

resource such as income or wealth can be objectively evaluated. Even

considering the marginally diminishing value of money, meaning that an

additional $10 might feel like a lot to someone poor compared to someone

rich, $10 can buy an equal amount of goods on the market regardless of how

the amount of money is perceived. The question is then if it is possible to

objectively judge how much time someone has? Technically, we all ‘have’

24 hours per day to spend. So what matters is arguably not duration but the

amount of discretionary time, time we can freely allocate towards activities

we value, the time left after we have done all the activities that are (strictly)

necessary. It seems odd to consider this amount of time external to the

person. Instead, it is reasonable that one hour of ‘free’ time would be valued

more greatly by someone who is time-poor compared to someone who

might not have the same time-consuming responsibilities and subsequently

has more free time. This might even be re�ected in their willingness-to-pay

for faster transportation, someone who is time-poor is willing to pay more

than someone in no hurry.

Consequently, how much one hour is worth depends on how much

it is valued by the respective individual. Surely, it cannot be externally,

objectively valued? The underlying assumption is that there is no market

for time, at least not in the same sense as there is for other goods. Time

as a commodity cannot be directly traded. Hence, we cannot turn to the

market to get an ‘objective’ value for time. Does this mean that time has

to be a subjective metric? Is the amount of discretionary time one has

purely a subjective evaluation of a state, such as how happy one is? This

also seems somewhat strange, given that time is measurable to the extent

that we can objectively say something about how much time one has. An

individual that works a full-time job, has a long commute, takes care of all

the household responsibilities and caters to an elderly relative surely has

less discretionary time than an individual that works from home without

any household responsibilities or elderly relatives to take care of. This

evaluation does not seem to only be an evaluation of their subjective states.
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So, whether time is objective or subjective is not entirely clear. Nonethe-

less, there might be an alternative solution. Anderson notes that Dworkin

advocated for a version of equality of resources that includes resources

internal to the self, such as the ability to hear and see (Anderson 2010, p. 98).

This would then be classi�ed as a “hybrid view", according to Anderson.

However, given that Dworkin values such internal resources in monetary

terms which is an external resource, Anderson believes it still leans toward

a standard resourcist view. I assume that these internal resources (which is

a term Dworkin does not seem to use) are the ‘people’s powers’ Dworkin

considers to be a type of resource but not the kind of resource that is rele-

vant for the theory of equality (more on this below). I would thus presume

that Dworkin’s account is not hybrid due to him dismissing these resources

as applicable when considering the equality of resources. Still, the note by

Anderson at least acknowledges the possibility of hybrid views.

Time as a resource

On Dworkin’s account, ‘something’ being a resource presupposes a market

(Dworkin 1981b). Is there a market for time? An example by Dworkin

seems to allude that there is since it is suggested that a person can be

“required to purchase leisure time" (p. 312). However, as argued in Section

3.1 and Paper I, time is not a commodity that can be directly sold or bought.

It can only be reallocated from one activity to another. While it is true that

there is a labour market where those who possess sought-after talents and

skills can trade their time for money, such an exchange between time and

pay does not guarantee leisure time. Besides work, time has to be allocated

toward personal needs such as sleep, food intake, and travel to and from

work. Furthermore, one can have responsibilities such as household work

and care for others. The assumption is that the money earned by working

and trading time can be spent to free up time by having someone else carry

out certain activities for you, such as having someone else clean your house.

But activities such as sleep and food intake cannot be delegated to someone

else, even if they possibly can be done more e�ciently to save time. All

in all, the so-called market for time consists of trading ‘activities’ rather

than trading time as such. Is this signi�cant? There are some obvious

restrictions on such a market, and one can certainly question if it is to be

regarded as ‘free’. Furthermore, it should be clear that the resource ‘time’

does not function in the same way as the resource ‘money’.

The above reasoning shows that there are multiple dimensions of time:

(i) time as such (duration), (ii) discretionary time (i.e., time that can be freely
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allocated), and the (iii) quality of time. From a justice perspective, what

would seem to be relevant is undoubtedly not only the amount of time one

has (we all have 24 hrs/day) but the amount of free or discretionary time

we have. The restrictions and speci�cs of time as a commodity also relate

to the degree to which time can be redistributed. Not only can time not be

bought and sold, but it also cannot be directly redistributed. It would seem

that even if there is a time-based metric of justice, time cannot function as

the distribuendum of justice. Additionally, it seems reasonable to assume

that if someone has very little time, he or she can only be compensated

for set time shortage in monetary terms to a degree. As argued above,

all potential temporal commitments and needs cannot be compensated

monetarily. Imagine that Adam is su�ering from extreme tiredness and

narcolepsy, requiring him to take regular naps and having to sleep for a

longer time per day than usual. From a temporal perspective, it can be

argued that Adam has an unjust lack of time both from the perspective of

duration (having to sleep for longer per day) and from the perspective of

quality of time since having to take disruptive breaks a�ects the quality

of time expenditures. If it is found that this is an injustice that should be

compensated, it cannot be fully compensated for in monetary terms. If

Adam is required to sleep for longer, a money transfer can perhaps enable

him to work less and thus give him more discretionary time. However, no

monetary transfer can compensate for the interruptions to his activities

caused by narcolepsy and give him uninterrupted time. Thus, his lower

quality of time (due to interruptions) cannot be monetarily compensated.

The question is whether Adam can be compensated by any other means or

to what extent.

Time, especially in the above example with Adam, can also be compared

to ‘people’s powers’, as in a person’s physical and mental powers which

are used to make something valuable out of one’s life (Dworkin 1981b, p.

300). People’s powers are, on this view, resources that are used together

with material resources. Still, Dworkin �nds it troublesome to design an

equality of resources that would provide an initial compensation to alleviate

di�erences between people in such resources, since it could require a

benchmark of what is ‘normal’. Thus, while people’s powers are resources,

they should not be considered resources that can be distributed through

political measures based on a version of equality of resources, especially

since they cannot be manipulated or transferred. Following a similar line of

reasoning, it could be concluded that time cannot function as a resource for

the theory of equality, at least on Dworkin’s account. The duration is the

component of time that is considered key in transport economics; people
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are assumed to want to travel for as little time as possible and be willing to

pay for shorter travel times. However, there is also a qualitative aspect to

travel illustrated by the willingness to pay to travel �rst class. A train ticket

in �rst class costs more than a ticket to travel in second class even though

the time the journey takes is the same. The price di�erence is motivated by

qualitative aspects: more convenient seats, more space, less noise. These

qualitative aspects might enable the traveller to spend the travel time more

productively, or just make the trip more pleasant. This brings us back to

the qualitative aspect of time noted in the discussion of time as a resource.

From the perspective of welfare, resources are valuable insofar as they

produce welfare. Clearly, how you spend time a�ects your welfare, either

how pleasurable your time is or to what degree your preferences over

time-allocations are ful�lled. So, on a welfarist account, time could to some

degree function as the distribuendum of justice (disregarding that time

cannot be directly distributed, which would render this quite di�cult). It

can be argued that any time-related aspects are ensured by the provision of

monetary funds: as long as you are able to a�ord the expensive �rst-class

ticket then the distribution of time does not matter. However, as has been

noted, not all time-shortages can be compensated by money due to the

non-substitutability of time and money. Thus, time itself would presumably

be relevant for a welfarist account.

4.5 A pluralistic metric for transport?

It could very well be the case that there might be warranted to consider a

pluralistic account of the metric of transport justice, similarly to considering

a pluralistic metric of distributive justice to capture the di�erences between

adults and children (Lindblom 2018). A pluralistic metric would mean

that the metric would have di�erent content for children and adults. We

know that being able to independently transport oneself is connected to

sense autonomy for the elderly. Likewise, children might have speci�c

transportation needs that have to be considered. For children, the activity

of transportation is sometimes more closely related to play than to reach

a particular destination, for instance, the activity of riding a bike. The

activity of riding a bike can be valuable irrespective of if it serves the

purpose of getting to a speci�c place. For children to have the freedom to

go on a bike ride, there needs to exist infrastructure that accommodates

this. The children also need access to a bike and have learned to ride a

bike. It can be argued that these requirements, especially with regard to

the infrastructure, are more extensive than for adults to enjoy the same
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freedom. We might require more of ‘child-friendly’ infrastructure. As

Lindblom notes, a pluralistic account tends to get unpleasantly messy.

Still, accessibility, as has been noted in the context of accessibility as a

resource above, consists of multiple components. So, it could seem that

it will inevitably get messy in either case. As in the case of children, a

pluralistic metric of transport justice might be necessary (Lindblom 2018).

It could then include temporal aspects as well as the ability to travel and

move, besides the standard consideration of accessibility.

5. What does the future hold?

Matters of justice and equity seem particularly relevant when considering

the ongoing changes and developments in the transport sector. As with

many aspects of society, current technological developments drive changes

in travel patterns and in travel behaviours. The transformation and the shift

to mobility solutions of the future is happening as we speak (or as you read

this thesis). App-enabled sharing economy, the ability to work and carry out

activities remotely and emerging transportation technologies will probably

impact the way we travel (Mouratidis et al. 2021). According to Mouratidis

et al., the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to reshape the importance of digital

alternatives.
14

Even before the pandemic, Swedish data showed that the

travel patterns of teleworkers di�er; they make signi�cantly fewer and

shorter trips than those that did non-telework (Elldér 2020). Working from

home might make the commute redundant but can generate other trips.

There will probably be changes to the value of travel time brought about

by the ‘new normal’ of working remotely (Hensher et al. 2021). All of

these changes will, in turn, impact the built environment and land use

(Mouratidis et al. 2021). Moreover, we do not yet know how drones and

robots for land use and travel will impact transportation behaviour, but it

is likely that they will. In Paper II, I mention delivery and service drones as

an example of a technology that might enhance accessibility without being

an instance of ‘travel’. These technological changes and shifts give rise to

philosophically interesting questions, some of which are further developed

in this section.

Another ongoing shift likely to shape future transportation is the need

for more sustainable transport solutions. Additionally, the constant strive

for shorter times has been questioned. Banister et al. introduce the highly

relevant concept of reasonable travel time (RTT) as a way of o�ering an

14
Mouratidis et al. speci�cally consider telecommuting (telework), online shopping, online

education, teleconferencing, teleleisure, telehealth, and online social networking (2021)
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alternative to the traditional emphasis on minimising travel time regardless

of travel conditions (Banister et al. 2019). In their concept they include

not only the door-to-door clock time but also travel perceptions and the

characteristics of the destination. Furthermore, the introduction of auto-

mated vehicles is believed to lower the value of travel time since time will

be spend more productively (more on this below). If time can be spent in

worthwhile ways, does it still make sense to minimise it?

5.1 Technological advancements and the future of the city

In the context of transport, self-driving (or automated) vehicles are the

technological advancement that is expected to greatly a�ect the transporta-

tion sector. This development can be seen as a signi�cant socio-technical

transition that will signi�cantly impact the entire mobility system and the

urban form in the city. It is believed that the introduction of self-driving

vehicles can improve e�ciency on the roads and contribute to a more

sustainable transport system (Ryan 2020). However, more focus should

be put on the societal dimension of the transition to automated vehicles

(Milakis and Müller 2021). Researchers should also do more to understand

how automated vehicles might hinder or help social justice (Epting 2019a).

According to Epting, philosophers have thus far neglected to consider how

these technologies might a�ect vulnerable people.

How automated and shared vehicles will impact the values of travel

time remains to be seen. In Paper IV, we argue that the value of travel time

for self-driving vehicles is complex and depends not only on the change

in value of in-vehicle time but also on the system’s design, such as how

parking will work. Regardless, the question of value of travel time is crucial

since the infrastructure projects that are being appraised right now likely

will outlive non-automated vehicles.

The introduction of self-driving vehicles is far from the only example

of emerging technologies that might a�ect transportation. The rise of

AI enables much more data-driven transportation systems, for example,

o�ering mobility as a service, ‘smart’ tra�c controls and ITC solutions

that enable travel planning. Some of these developments are framed as

the emergence of the ‘smart’ city, or rather smart cities. Not only will the

vehicles themselves be automated, but the technological advancements

will allow for a transformation of the entire system. Seemingly harmless,

this transformation also gives rise to important questions of social justice

(Mladenovic and McPherson 2016). The concept of ‘mobility as a service’

combined with ‘smart’ tra�c control can make it possible to price access
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to the roads according to the principles of a free market (Sparrow and

Howard 2020). This would be an economically e�cient way to allocate the

scarce good ‘space on the road’ which is in line with commonly accepted

principles in transport economics (ibid.)
15

. However, such commodi�cation

of the road system and public space can increase inequalities and challenge

the democratic perception of what public space is. As Sparrow and Howard

argue, ordinary people on the road would have to ‘make way for the

wealthy’. The technological advancement of cars being connected and

the tra�c control system being ‘smart’ and dynamic makes it technically

possible to make cars of those who have paid a premium to pass cars

of those who have not. So, those who can pay may actually be able to

save time on the road. It is almost as if the simple time-money trade-o�

that previously has been criticised for being unrealistic (see Section 1.4)

can be made real. But is it desirable? From the perspective of transport

economics, increasing the extent to which markets are used to deliver road

transport is desirable (ibid.). While, according to Sparrow and Howard,

privatisation of transport is not unprecedented (after all, private companies

operate public transport), the privatisation of access to roads is problematic.

Private cooperations would be controlling access to mobility and would be

able to survey people’s movements at unprecedented levels. Just because

potentially there can be a market does not mean that there should be a

market. The issues raised by Sparrow and Howard highlight the need for

re�ection on the role and signi�cance of mobility and, ultimately, what

type of future cities we envision.

5.2 Values and narratives

To my knowledge, there is no prominent discussion of values in the main-

stream literature on transport economics. A possible explanation for this is

the discipline’s neoclassical roots and the view of economics as a positive

science free from any value judgement. However, as has been discussed in

Section 2.2, the value-ladenness of economics has gained recent attention

in philosophy of economics (Małecka 2021). Values enter economics at the

stages of theory foundation and development of concepts, at the stage of

modelling and during hypothesis testing and acceptance (Reiss 2017). Reiss

argues that theories of rational choice are, in fact, substantive normative

assumptions (ibid.).

Even though values are rarely considered in the literature of transport

15
After all, road space is a scarce good and pricing is seen as the most e�cient policy tool

(Vanoutrive and Zijlstra 2018)
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economics, new technological advancements have challenged the common

understanding of transport as being value-free. For example, self-driving

vehicles have received a lot of attention from ethicists (Hansson et al. 2021;

Borenstein et al. 2019). The idea of self-driving vehicles has also served as

a real-life example of the well-known trolley dilemma. This resemblance

has been explored in the Moral Machine project at MIT (Awad et al. 2018).

The Moral Machine is an online experiment that gathered over 40 million

decisions from millions of people globally. The project has provided insights

into how participants reason about moral dilemmas. However, it has also

been criticised for being largely responsible for the dilemma since there

can be morally correct ways to program autonomous vehicles which are

not presented as viable alternatives to the project’s participants (Furey and

Hill 2021). Furey and Hill argue that the project makes it seem like there

is a con�ict between what the car consumer will purchase and what the

consumer thinks is moral. Such a narrative might make manufacturers,

policy-makers and potential consumers unnecessarily wary of self-driving

vehicles. Furthermore, the focus on trolley-problems tends to put the

responsibility on the individual and the private car, rather than considering

how the technology will impact society at large (Borenstein et al. 2019).

These are key system-level issues that will have to be �gured out.

Clearly, there are values and narratives in the �eld of transport research

that deserve further analysis. Here, I believe that philosophers can make

valuable contributions as they already have done concerning autonomous

vehicles. However, the actual resemblance of self-driving cars to trolleys

is just the tip of the iceberg. There are more pressing issues, such as the

commodi�cation of public space discussed in the previous section. An

alternative perspective is also presented in Paper V where I explore the

narrative and underlying values in studies of attitudes toward self-driving

vehicles. Such narratives and values might impact future mobility solutions

and the whole transportation system. Hence, they should be considered to

a greater extent.

For instance, the importance of values in the design of future transport

solutions can be highlighted by applying certain design approaches. An

approach like value sensitive design could be used during the design process

of automated vehicles. Value sensitive design can also be utilised in the

design of transportation infrastructure to ensure a sustainable system

aligned with human values (Watkins 2021). But value sensitive design is

just one particular approach. What is crucial is to emphasise the need for

re�ection, both from philosophy of science and philosophy of technology

perspectives.
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6. Summary of papers

Paper I: Let me save you some time... On valuing travellers’
time in urban transportation

This paper examines how anomalies related to behavioural aspects of time-

speci�c decisions together with theory of value of time can provide better

understanding of appropriate assumptions when modelling time-value

decisions.

We analyse the various properties of time as an economic resource using

�ndings in behavioural economics and psychology. It seems reasonable to

question and analyse if there is reason to consider rationality with regard

to time as somehow special, especially in the context of value of time

having a signi�cant role when calculating potential bene�ts of a transport

improvement and making policy decisions on transport planning.

After an introduction to the methodology of the value of travel time

and value of time studies as well as the basics of modelling value of time,

we brie�y discuss valuing time in the context of preference satisfaction

and welfare economics in general. Traditionally, transport economy theory

depends on the assumption of rational behaviour and stable preferences.

Studies that showcase speci�c deviations from rational behaviour with

regard to time are then considered in detail.

Consequently, we claim that the speci�cs of time as a good justify the

question of whether being rational when making decisions about time (how

to spend time) can be seen as signi�cantly di�erent than being rational with

regard to other goods. This is partly due to time being a good that cannot be

stored or saved, only transferred (or reallocated). Hence, other constraints

are warranted when making rational decisions regarding the object ‘time’

besides what is usually discussed in the context of intertemporal choice

(which can be applied to all types of goods). More insight could possibly

be gained by looking at choices with regard to time separate from choices

over time.

Taking these two points together (the behaviour insights and the

speci�cs of time), we conclude that �nding time converted to money is

comparable to other values converted into money is an assumption that

would seem to require more justi�cation than is currently given. Moreover,

the potential e�ects of disregarding aspects of value of time can lead to

policy implications that are not warranted.
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Paper II: Transport justice of what?

Building on the recent literature on distributive justice in transport re-

search, this article explores the question of what the metric of justice in

this particular context should be. What type of good is it that is being dis-

tributed? Thus far, most of the discourse of transport justice has been based

on accessibility as the presumed metric. Increased accessibility is seen as

the primary goal of transport policies. Hence, considering ‘accessibility’

as that which should be equally distributed seems warranted. Yet, I argue

that the common measures of accessibility are insu�cient as the metric

of justice. Further, I suggest criteria for an alternative metric of transport

justice.

The paper starts with a brief introduction to the �eld of transport studies

and an account of the discourse on justice in the transportation literature. I

then present my main arguments. First, I argue that accessibility as a metric

is too narrow and excludes certain burdens of transportation. Aspects as

who has to endure the smell of exhaust fumes, noise and pollution have

been largely neglected in the literature on transport justice. I believe this

might in part be due to the di�culty of incorporating such aspects given ac-

cessibility as the metric. Second, I argue that in many ways, accessibility is

not actually dependent on transport. While it is to a degree acknowledged

in the transport literature that there are alternative ways of accessing goods

and services, this insight is mostly missing from the literature on transport

justice. Nevertheless, if we accept that transport is purely instrumental,

transport justice has to be viewed through the lens of travel being a neces-

sity to reach speci�c ends, such as employment, education, health services

and so on. Hence, any account of transport justice has to be formulated

related to the ends the travel is intended to meet. So, if there are alternative

ways of getting access to education, they are as valid as travel-based ones.

Thus, an accessibility-based metric does not actually sustain mobility or

the act of travel as such. If this is intentional, then the use of the metric

is understandable. But seemingly, one would want a metric that actually

relates to the activity of travel or to mobility. The third argument against

accessibility is based on such a metric, making transport justice redundant.

Accessibility as a metric does not track inequalities that are not tracked

in other ways. If there is a lack of accessibility to healthcare, there is also

a lack of healthcare. So, the inequality in accessibility to healthcare can

be formulated as inequality in healthcare. Presumably, such inequalities

are highlighted and handled elsewhere than by transport policies. It is not

evident that a lack of healthcare should or could be remedied by transport
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interventions.

At the end of the paper, I consider what we require from a metric of

transport justice. Broadly, it is for the metric to be independent from other

goods, to track the activity of movement (so, mobility or travel), to include

intrinsically motivated reasons for travel and to relate to the individuals

ability to utilise transport. I conclude by suggesting that formulating

criteria can provide guidance for alternative formulations of a metric of

transport justice. I believe that there is a place for transport justice if it

refers to the foundations needed to secure the right to mobility and the

freedom of movement without building on accessibility.

Paper III: Bridging temporal and transport justice: a case for
considerations of time use in urban justice

The aim of this paper is to consider the topic of temporal justice in the

context of transportation. Building on an argument by Rose against the

time-money substitutability claim, I argue that temporal perspectives have

been overlooked in the literature on transport justice.

The established metric of justice in transport is accessibility. Even

though there are person-based accessibility measures that allow for con-

siderations of individual’s temporal constraints, these measures are rarely

utilised for equity purposes in mainstream transport economics. Instead,

infrastructure-based or location-based measures are more common. How-

ever, such measures run the risk of not providing the necessary basis for

an analysis to capture certain inequalities. Such a risk is exempli�ed by the

case of gender di�erences in travel patterns and behaviours. These di�er-

ences have been studied and empirically substantiated. Cultural, economic,

physical, and psychological barriers a�ect women’s travel. Women’s trips

are often multipurpose and more complex, involving multiple stops, for

example, dropping o� children at school on the way to work. Such trips

re�ect speci�c transport needs. However, not all transport models have

taken such travel patterns into account. The simplest models only accom-

modate direct (A to B) travel. Furthermore, these gender di�erences are

rarely highlighted in the literature on transport justice. The di�erences

in time-use are also not captured if they are not related to travel per se.

Hence, the temporal constraints some might have and that a�ect transport

options and choices might go unstudied.

Based on this, the paper argues that an account of transport justice

with (place or location-based) accessibility as the chosen metric cannot not

su�ciently re�ect gender inequalities. An alternative account based on
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‘time’ could provide better tools to analyse the consequences of transport

interventions. Hence, I argue in this paper that time needs to be considered

in its own right for urban justice to re�ect the circumstances of urban

living.

Paper IV: The complexity of value of travel time for
self-driving vehicles – a morphological analysis

Understanding the implications of self-driving vehicles on travel time

values is crucial when developing transport models to accurately value

transport investments and predict future travel patterns. Traditionally,

one of the main parameters determining the value of travel time is travel

mode, usually decomposed into travel by car, bus or train, and cycling and

walking. Thus far, self-driving vehicles have been added as one (or several)

additional modes to be operated in parallel with ‘traditional’ modes. To our

knowledge, there has been little discussion on the proper segmentation of

self-driving vehicles into modes. In this article, we claim that a shift to self-

driving vehicles will blur the lines between car travel and travel by public

transport. The introduction of self-driving vehicles will not only result in

changing manually driven cars to self-driving cars and manually driven

buses to self-driving busses. Self-driving vehicles will also be deployed

under new business and service models by both existing and new transport

providers.

To support this claim, we carry out a morphological analysis to illus-

trate the diversity of mobility concepts based on self-driving vehicles and

the complexity of determining the value of travel time for such concepts. In

the analysis, we consider four categories of parameters: (i) vehicle charac-

teristics such as automation level, form, capacity, operating speed, interior

design focus, (ii) operating principles such as vehicle ownership model,

service model, operating model, (iii) journey characteristics such as access

and/or waiting time, travel conditions, reliability and variability and (iv)

traveler characteristics such as risk perception and perceived safety. The

identi�ed parameters and attributes result in a morphological matrix span-

ning all possible alternative solutions. Out of these, we select �ve plausible,

logically consistent solutions, aligned with current literature on possible

SDV-based mobility concepts and analyse them based on the implications

of the concept characteristics on the total value of travel time. The analysis

highlights a range of characteristics that impact value of travel time for

the identi�ed SDV mobility concepts. Furthermore, the analysis supports a

relative variation in the value of travel time between each of the respective
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SDV mobility concepts. At the very least, the concepts are signi�cantly

di�erent with regard to these characteristics.

We conclude by suggesting that future transport research could con-

sider moving away from specifying value of travel time for each existing

and potential travel mode. Instead, we suggest that value of travel time

models should employ a range of travel and service characteristics (self-

driving/manually-driven shared/non-shared, private/non-private, etc.) to

re�ect the heterogeneity in value of travel time in a context of rapid tech-

nological advancements.

Paper V: Norms and gendered narratives in studies of
a�itudes toward automated vehicles – a review

It is believed that a transition to automated vehicles can facilitate a transi-

tion toward a more sustainable transport system. However, such a transi-

tion requires an emphasis on shared mobility and an adaptation of the new

transportation alternatives among the public. In transportation studies,

there has been a rise in papers that consider attitudes towards automation

technology and adoption intention. In this paper, I carry out a review of

such literature and examine the narratives and values related to gender.

Four overarching themes are identi�ed in the literature: (1) general

attitude and intention to use, (2) risk perception, (3), tech-savviness and (4)

matters of control. I also analyse the policy recommendations that many

articles provide. There is an evident gap in how men and women feel about

autonomous vehicles. Women tend to be more sceptical. Broadly, it is,

based on the review, explained by women being more risk-averse and less

tech-savvy. Women also dislike giving away control (though this theme

is less prominent). The policy recommendations in the literature based in

these �ndings focus on educational e�orts. It is presumed that a ‘male’ level

of excitement toward automated vehicles is the baseline. Thus, the risk-

averseness might, for example, be solved by marketing campaigns. Though

some suggestions on design features might make automated vehicles more

attractive to women, they are not necessarily well founded. Instead, they

seem based on speculations about what women want.

What is important to highlight in this context is that women’s needs

and travel patterns have been neglected in the transport �eld before. While

the introduction of new transportation technology and new modes of travel

seemingly make it possible to design for everyone, the male perspective is

(as often) taken for granted. Valid reasons for why women are sceptical

(such as them actually being at higher risk in tra�c accidents) and needs
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related to their travel patterns are not considered.

On the one hand, emerging technologies can transform the transporta-

tion network into something entirely new. On the other hand, this requires

rethinking of the network as such, including the technology itself, the

design of the services and the infrastructure. Unawareness of established

norms and narratives can hinder innovation, and the ‘something new’ risks

becoming the same old, only automated.

7. Concluding remarks

Remember the dilemma that was introduced in passing in Section 2? On

the one hand, we as a society depend on transport and mobility; on the

other hand, our mobility practices are not sustainable. I hope that this

thesis might provide new ways of looking at the dilemma or at least make a

case for philosophers to be more involved in the scholarly and even public

debate on such matters. Lyons and Urry have argued that “social science

has or should have a central part to play in shaping the future of transport”

(Lyons and Urry 2006, p. 12). Perhaps there is a part for philosophy to play

as well.

As I have tried to convey in this thesis, understanding the value of

transport, what we actually value is key. Therefore, con�ating mobility and

accessibility is not helpful. A focus on accessibility might potentially lead to

digital alternatives replacing travel. Whether such a development is desired

remains to be seen. This thesis has partly been written in circumstances

of a pandemic with many countries adopting various lockdown measures.

My impression is that having to stay at home, even with basic needs being

satis�ed, has been perceived as limiting by many. There is something to be

said for the experience of travel, even if it is everyday and mundane. The

busy commute has perhaps not been what people have missed the most.

But the opportunity to travel certainly has value and the right to travel

needs to be guarded. Gaps in mobility that are not by choice need to be

understood and compensated.

Connecting this line of reasoning to time is also essential. Our depen-

dency on mobility in our daily lives means we need to plan. We keep

track of schedules, time tables, we check apps on our phones for the latest

status on the roads to know when to leave. We plan our mobility based

on our time constraints. Besides the gap in mobility, we also risk a gap in

time use. Those connected can work remotely, not spend time travelling

and have more free time. They will probably also be the ones that a�ord

automated vehicles and will have more time than those that cannot. There
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have been recent arguments made in the media for work time reductions

for those that cannot work remotely to compensate for the inequality in

time. It is reasonable to assume that such a discussion will be even more

relevant when automated vehicles are introduced. Self-driving vehicles

risk widening the gap in discretionary time between those that can work

remotely and those that cannot.

As spatial constraints become less relevant, temporal constraints might

become more critical. Nowadays, I can take part in local municipal assembly

meetings online, so even democratic participation has increasingly been

made possible through digital means. And the digitalisation e�orts are

surely growing. What does equality of opportunity mean in an increasingly

digital world? Theoretically, I have endless opportunities to study, and

even work – but who has the time? If there are opportunities, it is my

responsibility to make time? But having time should not just be up to

the individual; fair discretionary time is a societal matter. This thesis is a

tentative step toward connecting transport justice, temporal justice and

future mobility. I hope many future steps will follow.
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